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President’s Notes 22nd November 2016
At the time of writing this article, the BTRDA is in discussions with the MSA regarding
the promotion of the MSA Asphalt Championship in 2017. Whatever the outcome,
the Board of the BTRDA will consider what is best for the BTRDA. We should be
able to finalise details and make some joint announcements within the next week or
so.
The situation has come about as a result of the decision by Jane Evans to step down
from the position of co-ordinator of the 2017 championship due to family
commitments for which we all understand and support her decision. It is a great
shame as Jane had already made her mark with her enthusiasm and ideas for
improving the series. On behalf of the BTRDA we wish Jane and her family the very
best and look forward to seeing her out on our events just as soon as is practical.
It is now the prize presentation season kicked off by the Asphalt Championship on
th
November 12 . For the first time in over 15 years I was not able to attend and I
missed the special night for two gentlemen. Damian Cole won the Championship for
th
the 6 time and he gave a special presentation to Andrew Haill who stepped down
as co-ordinator after 21 years. A very big thank you to Andrew from all at the BTRDA.
th
The weekend of January 7 sees two prize presentations. The Forest Rally
Championship at Penns Hall in Sutton Coldfield and the Sporting Trials presentations
at Orchard Leigh near Frome in Somerset. This event is preceded by the Sporting
Trials final at Crewkerne. Finally we have our own AGM and Awards Presentation at
nd
Drayton Manor Park near Tamworth, on Sunday 22 January. This is a new venue
for us but I am confident that it will be a success. The AGM will start at 11.00hrs in
the Hamilton Suite and the luncheon and prize giving in the Tower Suite at 12.30hrs.
Finally may I thank all our committee members, organising clubs, sponsors and
members who have joined together to make 2016 a very successful year. May I take
this opportunity of wishing you all a very happy Christmas and a prosperous,
successful and competitive New Year. I look forward to seeing you at the AGM and
nd
Awards Luncheon on 22 January 2017.
Mike Broad
56 Heritage Court, Lichfield, Staffs. WS14 9ST
Email: mike.broad@live.co.uk

PAST PRESIDENTS
Maurice Toulmin
Denis Flather

1938 – 1959
1974 – 1989

Denis Flather
Brian Midgley

1959 – 1967
1989 – 2007

Vacant

1967 – 1974

BTRDA® Allrounders Championship
Supported by NuCasa
ALLROUNDERS ALL THE WAY AROUND
Our championship year must be close to the end
as trophies are being returned from last year’s
winners.
The Allrounders was started in 1975 following a
year of difficulty in Forest rallying - remember
1974 with the three day week and fuel shortage?
- when a competition was held just for our rally
competitors but in 1975 this developed into our
Allrounders Championship as we know it today.
The three Major Trophies were presented in
1975, followed by the DAVIJON trophy
presented by the Lucas family in 1984 for the
contender using the ONE CAR for all qualifying
events.. Then in 1997 we added the Duckham

trophy for fourth overall. This award had
originally been for BTRDA
Autocross
Championship and was first presented to one
M.J.Bolton in 1968. Then in 2011 this award
was redesignated to an Allrounder who qualified
being under the age of 25 and our first winner
was Jess Fack. Jess was a major player in the
then Futures Group along with a number of
interested
young
motorsport
minded
enthusiasts, many of whom have moved on to
do well in our sports. Just two Allrounders
contenders, Nick Pollitt and Phil Darbyshire,
have won all five major awards in the 41 years
of the Championship, often referred to as the
Victor Ludorum of BTRDA championships. In
2000 it was decided to give awards
to all qualifiers. This short history of
the championship may be news to
some of our more recent members
and, we hope, of interest to you all.
Our Allrounders championship runs
from 1st January to the 31 December
each year, so we cannot announce
the final positions at this time. There
are still just a few events listed on the
MSA calendar for contenders to
attempt, including one speed event,
a sprint, in Jersey on 31st December
- so who is that keen person going
to Jersey for New Year. The current
positions are published within these
pages and on our web site and
realistically/ probably/maybe (delete
as you think!!) will not change!
This year has seen quite a tussle for
the top three places with the lead
changing hands over the weeks.
Currently the Peter Cooper Trophy is
in the domain of Jamie Yapp who
has been a great supporter of
Allrounders for years, but winning
has eluded him until now. Very close
is last year’s winner John Fox who, if
he finishes runner up, will pick up the
Darbyshire Trophy. Third and in line
for the Margot Young Trophy is
Richard Crozier, only 4.35 points
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from the first place overall and 0.46 from
second.
Jamie has also won the Davijon trophy for using
ONE CAR, the venerable Nova, for six qualifing
events, but he has used other cars to win the
overall.
Our remaining qualifiers are Alan
akeman,
also a winner in the Autosolo championship, one
time factory rally driver John adsworth, who
had this year’s Allrounders highest points score
of 19.09 from a hillclimb at Prescott in a Mazda
M 5, and Richard Yapp, one of our current
longest supporters of this Championship. Our
Championship is supported by NuCasa, a
Company run by Richard’s younger son, Liam.
Just click on to their eb site and see what
delights he may have for you.
Now this year we had 24 contenders. All have
scored points, 6 have qualified, and, as I write
this for copydate, 5 have just missed that all
inportant sixth event. Alastair needs a third
group. Todd broke the suspension on his hired
Swift on the Trackrod Rally which would have
been his third sport. Barrie of Car Trial renown,
missed his last sprint to quality but there is still
one last sporting trial. David ran out of events

following non-finishes when rally co-driving. It
does seem a shame that unless you actually
complete the whole of a rally you do not qualify
as a finisher whilst in the other sports you have
only to complete a proportion of the event and,
maybe, some other criteria to qualify as a
finisher and get at least some allrounders points.
An anomaly with our points scoring, perhaps, for
the Committee to think about.
But well done in what ever you did, the main
point of all at our level, is to enjoy the sport. After
all, it’s only a hobby!
As a reminder, our Association annual awards
and luncheon for this year is on Sunday,
January 22nd at the Drayton Manor otel.
Details are in this News. Some of you will know
it as the home of Thomas the Tank Engine and
his friends. Take note of the postcode for the
otel entrance, it is not the same as the leisure
park entrance, or so I am informed.
See you around at events in the New Year,
starting with The Autosport Show at the NEC 1315 January.
hat ever the weather, enjoy your motorsport,
Phil D

A Ten Year Allrounders ourney

At the time of writing, we don’t know if Jamie
(aka The Doctor) has won the Allrounders
championship, but he is currently leading. If he
does win, it will be ten years since he first
competed in the allrounders. Along the way he
twice finished second, and less than 1 point
behind 14 time winner Duncan Stephens.
Jamie largely focussed his attentions elsewhere
after these close but ultimately fruitless
campaigns against Duncan, but decided to
make another concerted challenge to try and win
it this year, coinciding with his brother Liam’s
company,
NuCasa,
sponsoring
the
championship. After a few years of under use,
the trusty Nova was wheeled out again for some
fierce battles in autosolo’s, sprints, hillclimbs,
and an autotest.
It was after a chance conversation at the Owen
Slithering Santa Autotest back in 2003, that the
little red Nova SR was bought from Nick Pollitt,
for Jamie’s 21st b’day.
hile he was in his final

year at ni, I borrowed it to sneak the one car
award before it was too late!
It’s fair to say that the Nova isn’t quite the same
car that we inherited from Nick back in 2003.
After years of stubbornly persisting with the
same setup, we have gradually come to admit
that all good things need tweaking. To avoid us
being truly Novataken’ by ever more fancy and
sophisticated machinery, the Nova has been
treated to a new shell, engine, ATB diff, and
suspension over the last couple of years. In fact,
the only bits to remain from the Pollitt era are the
two front seats and amazingly, the gearbox!
During the last ten years, Jamie has completed
in and won his class in Rally , Autotests,
Sprints, illclimbs, and AutoSolos, where he
has had number of FTD’s. The only exception
to class wins has been in Car trials in which he
has only ever beaten me once! Although it is fair
to say I won my first ever award in motorsport on
a Trial, way back in 1968!!!
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In most of the other disciplines, I was only on the
pace for the first few events. In fact at his first
hillclimb at Loton Park some ten years ago, I
was beating Jamie in practice, until I pointed out
that he was changing gear in the wrong place
around Triangle I have never got near him
since, and in fact he now tells me where to
change and brake at each circuit that we go to!
This year, as well as using the Nova, Jamie has
also used his Clio 172 Cup on Sprints.
hen
the Nova started to misfire, after a burnt out
exhaust valve, at the last but one round of the
Solo championship, the reigning champ John

Fox was able to close up in the points table with
the Nova out of action for the remainder of the
season. aving calculated that if John won his
class in the last solo event at Throckmorton he
would overtake Jamie, the decision was made
to use Jamie’s newly acquired Golf R for it’s first
ever event, and to take on the Scoobie drivers.
nd
This resulted in a Class win and 2 overall,
which kept Jamie at the top of the points table.
It’s now all fingers crossed until 31st December!
Ri h Yapp
Veteran Competitor and father of Jamie

amie Yapps
Allrounders ampai n
Photos (from top left) by
Peter Gwynne Motorsport, Ian arrison and
Derek ibbert Photography

Ri hard Yapp at Ha ley Autotest
hoto eter Co
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NuCasa TRDA Allrounders Championship
th
De ember
ro isional O erall S ores to
Name

Score

Jamie Yapp
John Fox
Richard Crozier
Jamie Yapp (Nova)
Alan akeman
John adsworth
Richard Yapp

13.33
15.00
14.17
13.33
13.33
11.43
10.00

Group

A
A
C
A
A
B
A

Score

18.75
17.50
15.29
16.67
7.50
10.00
16.25

Group

G
G
C
G
G
B
G

18.18
17.50
17.65
13.33
9.09
12.00
10.91

G
G
D
G
G
B
G

17.14
16.00
18.75
17.14
15.56
19.09
8.57

Alastair Moffatt
Todd Crooks
Liam Rollings
Barrie Parker
David Allman
Nick Pollitt
Fred Ling
Dave alker
Pat Egger
Richard Egger
John Moffatt
Connor ook
Jess Fack
Stuart Perren
evin ardwick
ayne Grimshaw
elen Perren
Andrew Dobrovolskis

17.50
12.00
15.00
17.14
6.00
14.29
10.00
10.91
14.29
14.29
10.00
13.33
4.00
8.57
10.00
10.00
2.86
5.00

A
E
A
B
B
B
E
B
D
D
A
G
F
A
A
B
A

16.67
15.00
15.00
17.14
7.50
17.14
8.89
8.00
13.33
13.33
13.33
15.56
8.75
4.00
11.43
4.00
2.86

A
E

17.78
17.78
12.00
17.78
8.00
16.00
10.00
12.50
12.17
12.17
10.00

A
E
B
B
B
E
B
D
D
A

14.55
16.67
16.00
3.08
10.59

3.33
6.67

F

B
B
B
E
B
D
D
A
G
G
F

Score

Group

Score

Group

12.00
4.00

8.00
5.71

D

G

Score

Group

17.14
16.36
18.33
14.55
16.67
18.10
8.57

D

G

F
G

13.33
16.00

F
G

G
C

2.86
16.00

D

eneral

eetin

5.00

2.86
F

SUNDAY

anor Theme ar Tam orth

nd

TOTAL

100.54
96.65
96.19
92.16
78.15
76.62
66.30
79.83
77.45
58.00
58.00
48.09
47.43
40.89
40.41
39.79
39.79
33.33
28.89
26.94
24.95
21.43
14.00
5.72
5.00

A

LUNCHEON and Annual
Drayton

Group

16.00
14.29
12.00
17.14
16.00
6.00
12.00

G

A - Autotest
B - Car Trials
C - Forest Rally
D - Asphalt Rally
nder 25
F Sporting Trials G - Speed
AutoSOLO
Indicates Rally Co-driver Names in italics indicates Davijon score
TRDA

Score

E - Rallycross

ANUARY

SA

The AGM will be held in the amilton Suite and starts at 11 00. All fully paid up members are
welcome to attend and have an input into the future direction of our Association.
The Luncheon and Awards Presentation will be held in the Tower Suite from 12 30 All BTRDA
Members are welcome to attend, along with their guests, and tickets are only 30 per person.
Tickets can be purchased online via the BTRDA website or the enclosed application form. The
completed form and payment should be sent to Mrs Gemma Price, Rose Cottage, Pool ill,
Newent GL18 1LL. Tel 01531 822954
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PAYNE S MANAGEMENT PAYS OFF ...
OK so Charlie Payne had clinched the BTRDA
Gold
Star
Championship
after
the
Woodpecker Stages the penultimate round of
the RAVENOL BTRDA Rally Series but all the
other pretenders to the various crowns had to
wait until the Trackrod Forest Stages to sort out
who won what in 2 1
The classic stages of
the North ork Moors set the scene for these
battles to unfold and with such a lot at stake and
so many folk involved we ust knew there were
going to be tears before bedtime
On the one hand Charlie had taken the
pressure off himself prior to the start of his
home event but on the other a good run on the
Trackrod was a pre-re uisite if co-driver Carl
Williamson was to oin him on the list of this
year s Champions
As previously discussed
should Michael Wilkinson - with a little help from
Stephen Petch obviously - emerge as top dog
on the final outing of the season while at the
same time Payne Williamson s uest for a finish
go awry then it would be Wilkinson who would
see his name in lights albeit on a tie-break

event and the Championship but they should
take comfort from the vast improvement in their
pace over the season and let s not forget that
th
on the Cambrian and
having only finished
then retired from both the Malcolm Wilson and
Somerset Stages only six months ago they
were virtually out of it
Russ Thompson Andy Murphy not only came
out on top in the Group N battle - of which more
rd
anon - but their efforts were rewarded with 3
overall in the Gold Star Championship as well
Paul
Benn Richard
Cooke
overall
Championship contenders themselves for uite
a while were let down at the final hurdle by their
hitherto reliable Focus WRC but should
nevertheless be well pleased with their results
especially those from the Carlisle and Nicky
Grist Stages

Fortunately
for
Gavin
Edwards Caron
Tomlinson as it turned out they d already done
enough to clinch the RAVENOL BTRDA Silver
Star Championship prior to the Trackrod but
they didn t know that when their Escort cried
th
in the Gold
enough in orkshire
They took
Well Payne did his co-driver proud - or should
Star table ahead of fellow Welshmen Luke
that be the other way round
- to come out on
Francis John H Roberts whose season was
top of the final tussle and in the process
punctuated by highs and lows The highs came
confirm Williamson as the 2 1 BTRDA Gold
in the form of three outright wins interspersed
Star Champion Co-driver Petch Wilkinson had
with the lows - three retirements Proof if proof
to be content with runners-up spot both on the
is re uired
that
while
out-and-out
Ravenol Gold Star Champions
speed and reliability
Charlie Payne/Carl Williamson on the Trackrod
are both necessary
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
in
any
Championship
consistency
also
has an important
part to play In a
series that re uires
every competitor s
best six scores any
less ust won t cut
it
Into this category
Karl
Simmons
Impreza
Wayne
Sisson
Lancer
EVO
and Peter
Stephenson Focus
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WRC all scored well if not fre uently enough
while it was also good to see former Gold Star
Champion Brian Bell Focus WRC back doing
what he so obviously en oys even in his midseventies
This year s BTRDA Production Cup
has
thrown up some interesting scenarios most of
which have been the result of the appearance of
contenders for the inaugural Fiesta ST Trophy
The reliability of the 1
cc machines has seen
them punching above their weight on a number
of occasions during the season
However
cometh the hour cometh the men and Russ
Thompson Andy Murphy s Lancer EVO
eventually claimed the title
If Richard Hill Lancer EVO had entered the
race earlier in the season he would probably
have ruffled some feathers but as it was two
maximums and a second from the last three
events were not enough to impact on the
outcome of the series However should he
choose to return in 2 1 things could be well be
different



Edwards Caron Tomlinson Escort MkII arrived
in orkshire as series leaders and in spite of
failing to finish the event left the county in that
same hallowed position They too can be
grateful for some divine intervention that
caused their main challengers for the title Boyd
Kershaw Bryan Hull to exit the event in a rather
undignified manner early in the day
rd

Having been 3 five times already this season
Phill Burton Mal Capstick kept their heads
whilst all around etc etc
to take their Escort
to its first maximum and clinch runners-up spot
in the two-wheel drive category But for the off
on the Plains and absence from the Carlisle
Stages whilst the car was restored to the shape
Ford originally intended things might well have
been different at the sharp end
Jody
Bowcott David Millard took their best result of
the season by far in orkshire with Ashley
Davies Sam Fordham ust a handful of seconds
behind them
Robin Shuttleworth Ron Roughead claimed the
BTRDA Historic Cup in their MkI Escort and all
praise must be given to 2 1 Champion Paul
Street who shrugged off a disastrous start to the
nd
season to fight back and claim 2 this time

Thompson Murphy s path to the title was also
made easier - and in the event more convincing
- by the propensity of the orkshire forests to
The
Thomas
Panels
BTRDA
1
devour Group N cars They needed a sixth
Championship title eventually went to lster in
score to stand any chance of victory but if
the hands of Jordan Paul Hone Proton Satria
they re honest won t have bargained on Andy
but to coin a well-known phrase it s been a
Davies Max
Freeman
Impreza
Sacha
funny old season From the eight events there
Kakad James Aldridge Lancer EVO
and
Cameron
Davies
Fiesta
all
Ravenol Silver Star Champions
disappearing as the
Gavin Edwards/Caron Tomlinson on the Woodpecker
day wore on
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
Sam Bilham saved the
best until last - at the
wheel of his Fiesta the
young Bingley driver
finished
all
eight
rounds of the Trophy
actually
taking
a
maximum score on the
Trackrod and with it
runner-up spot behind
Davies
Having already posted
six scores in their bid
for the RAVENOL
BTRDA Silver Star
Championship Gavin
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have been five different winners with the
Hones taking their third maximum in orkshire
to clinch the series
Dave Brick Nova started the ball rolling on the
Cambrian and although he wasn t to know it at
the time he would only finish one more event
this year the Woodpecker - and he won that as
well Son Freddy also in a Nova came good on
the Somerset Stages but a series of retirements
knocked his challenge into touch Then it was
James Williams Paul Wakely s turn on the
Plains but unfortunately that was the only time
their Ka saw the finish line of an event
Chris Powell Jim Lewis were another crew to
pick themselves up and dust themselves down
after an horrific start to the year Their Sunbeam
retired from each of the first three rounds of the
Championship eventually lasting the distance
nd
on the Plains Rally to take 2 before slipping
back into its old habits on the Carlisle Stages
So one can imagine the scenes of ubilation not to mention relief - at the Royal Welsh
Showground in Builth Wells when they got the
better of the Hones on the Nicky Grist Stages
Even then the Sunbeam s clutch was such that
it wouldn t have gone much further
Neil Andrew Dom Adams Carl Davies Richard
Jones both Nissan Micras took the other
podium positions in the series with Gordon
Alexander MG R tying on points with Davies
but losing out on highest scores
Richard Wells Calvin Houldsworth VW Polo
took their third consecutive Vital E uipment
Rally First Championship maximum score on
Thomas Panels 1400 Champions
Jordan and Paul Hone on the Trackrod
Photo: Ralliphotoswales



the Trackrod but had to give best to Dominic
Hodge Stefan Arndt Nissan Micra in terms of
the title
They had also amassed three
maximums but their three second places including one in orkshire - kept them in front of
their rivals In spite of coming off second best in
their dice with the stages on the North ork
Moors Emily Eliot Retallick Peugeot 2
S
rd
held on to 3 place overall in what was by the
finish a very close-run affair
Tom Williams Emma Morrison who finished
th
each event their Fiesta R1 started were
ahead of David Perkins Osian Owen s Micra In
spite of a disappointing end to the season with
retirements on both the Woodpecker and
Trackrod Sheldon Furby Carrie Rogers MG
R rounded off the Top Six
The MA IS MSA English Championship
reached its finale on the MEM Malton Forest
Stages in early November Sam Bilham arrived
at the start as series leader and much to his
delight left the area in the same position His
Fiesta ST maintained its 1
finishing record
to give him his first MSA Championship title by
ust a couple of points from Robert Vardy whose
Fiesta R2 also completed each of the five events
it started Robin Shuttleworth Ford Escort MkI
aided by Ron Roughead who is the 2 1 MSA
rd
English Champion Co-driver was 3 while a
huge battle raged behind them
Jordan Hone Proton Satria Cameron Davies
Fiesta ST
Dominic Hodge Nissan Micra
finished the season on identical points but they
were classified in this order according to their
nd
numbers of maximums 2 places
and so on
In the Co-drivers table behind
Roughead
seven
points
nd
th
with 1
separated 2 from
Champion Paul Hone Silver Star
Champion Caron Tomlinson
BTRDA Rally Challenge Class
Winner Richard Crozier and Rally
First
winner
Stefan
Arndt
occupying the next few places
Further details of the 2 1
RAVENOL BTRDA Rally Series
and
all
its
constituent
Championships are available on
www btrdarally com
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Andrew Haill

2016 Award Winners
RAVENOL BTRDA GOLD STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP

Champion
Driver

Charlie Payne

Champion
Co-Driver

Carl Williamson

Second Overall
Third Overall

Stephen Petch
Russ Thompson

Second Overall
Third Overall

Michael Wilkinson
Andy Murphy

RAVENOL BTRDA SILVER STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP

Champion
Driver

Gavin Edwards

Champion
Co-Driver

Caron Tomlinson

Second Overall
Third Overall

Phil Burton
Cameron Davies

Second Overall
Third Overall

Mal Capstick
Lee Taylor

THOMAS PANELS 1400 RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP

Champion
Driver

Jordan Hone

Champion
Co-Driver

Paul Hone

Second Overall
Third Overall

Neil Andrew
Carl Davies

Second Overall
Third Overall

Dominic Adams
Richard Jones

VITAL EQUIPMENT BTRDA RALLY FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP

Champion
Driver

Dominic Hodge

3 free Rally First entries

Champion
Co-Driver

Ste an Arndt

BTRDA PRODUCTION CUP

Champion
Driver

Russ Thompson

Champion
Co-Driver

Andy Murphy

BTRDA HISTORIC CUP

Champion
Driver

Ro in Shuttleworth

Champion
Co-Driver

Ron Roughead

Drivers marked with a also receive free Revolution Competition Wheels
courtesy of Warren McKiernan and Revolution Wheels

BTRDA CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS
First Junior Driver 2 0 rom Minte
First Junior Co-Driver
First Lady Driver Emily Retallick
First Senior Driver Dominic Hodge

Ro ert Vardy
Dominic Adams

First Lady Co-Driver
Emma Morrison
First Senior Co-Driver Mal Capstick
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RAVENOL BTRDA GOLD STAR CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS AWARDS
B14
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
NR4
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
B12
st
1
nd
2

Driver
Paul Benn
Karl Simmons
Brian Bell
Driver
Andy Davies
Sacha Kakad
Daniel Moss
Driver
Ashley Davies
Andy Turner

Co-Driver
Richard Cooke
Andrew Roughead
Jamie Edwards
Co-Driver
Max Freeman
James Aldridge
Sam Allen
Co-Driver
Sam Fordham
Steve Harris

B10
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
H2
st
1

Driver
Robert Vardy
Kit Leigh
James Hutchings
Driver
Dave Forrest

Co-Driver
Simon Rogers
Tim Leigh
James Hood
Co-Driver

B13
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
N3
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
B11
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
H3
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
H1
st
1

Driver
Scott Partridge
Luke Francis
Wayne Sissons
Driver
Sam Bilham
George Lepley
Tim Kirvan-Rodgers
Driver
Boyd Kershaw
Simon Tuckman
Andy Davison
Driver
Paul Street
Jeremy Wells
Theo Bengry
Driver
Barry Jordan

Co-Driver
Mike Jode
John Roberts
Neil Shanks
Co-Driver
Arwel Jenkins
Abi Haycock
Richard Crozier
Co-Driver
Bryan Hull
Shaun Hughes
Tom Murphy
Co-Driver
Ian Jones
Les Forsbrook
Co-Driver
James Gratton-Smith

THOMAS PANELS 1400 - CLASS AWARDS
1400S
st
1
nd
2
rd
3

Driver
Matthew Jackson
Charlie Barlow
Keith Riddick

RF1.4
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
RF 1.0
st **
1

Driver
Emily Retallick
David Perkins
Sheldon Furby
Driver
Phil Spilstead

Co-Driver
Claire Williams
Mairi Riddick
Jim Lewis

1400C
st
1
nd
2
rd
3

Driver
Gordon Alexander
Richard Garnett
Freddy Brick

Co-Driver
Robert Gilham
Toby Brick
Cal McElhinney

VITAL EQUIPMENT BTRDA RALLY FIRST - CLASS AWARDS
Co-Driver
Eliot Retallick
Carrie Rogers
Co-Driver
Osian Owen

RF1.6 Driver
st **
1
Richard Wells
nd
2
Tom Williams

Co-Driver
Calvin Houldsworth
Emma Morrison

**2 free RF entries

Vital Equipment BTRDA Rally First Junior Driver

Tom Williams

Fiesta ST Trophy Champions
Cameron Davies/Lee Taylor on Woodpecker
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

st

Vital Equipment Rally 1 Champions
Dominic Hodge/Stephan Arndt on Trackrod
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
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FIESTA ST TROPHY
Champion Driver Cameron Davies
Second Overall
Sam Bilham
Third Overall
George Lepley

Champion Co-Driver Lee Taylor
nd
2 Co-driver
Arwel Jenkins
rd
3 Co-driver
Abi Haycock

MG R Rally Challenge
Champion Driver Gordon Ale ander
Second Overall
Sheldon Furby
Third Overall
Keith Riddick

Champion Co-Driver Carrie Rogers
nd
2 Co-driver
Mairi Riddick
rd
3 Co-driver
Tim Tordoff

To ualify for a BTRDA Rally Series award a competitor must have started at least

ualifying events

Special BTRDA Trophies awarded y the BTRDA Rallies Committee

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

st

Ian Butcher Trophy best performance in 1 season - T B A
Mickey Dee Trophy Special Award - T B A
Bill Turner Trophy for best BTRDA event - T B A
Richie Holfeld Maximum Attack Trophy - T B A
Rally Man of the ear Phil Price Trophy - T B A

All the above awards will be presented at the RAVENOL BTRDA Rally Series awards evening on Saturday
the Ramada Penns Hall Hotel Sutton Coldfield West Midlands B 1LH

th

January at

2016 BTRDA RALLY CHALLENGE AWARD WINNERS
Champion Driver

Stephen Petch

Champion Co-Driver Jack Morton

Overall Award winners are not eligible for class awards

CLASS AWARDS
st

1
st
1
st
1
st
1

Class 2
Class 4
Class 6
Class

Driver
Driver
Driver

George Morrison
Julian Barnett
Steve Simpson

Co-driver
Co-driver
Co-driver
Co-driver

To ualify for a BTRDA Rally Challenge award a competitor must have started at least

Jon Quintrell
Richard Cro ier
Sasha Heriot
Patrick Walsh
ualifying events

The BTRDA Rally Challenge Awards will be presented to the winning competitors at either the BTRDA
Rally Series or the MSA Asphalt Rally Championship awards presentations

BTRDA Rally Challenge Winners
Steve Petch and Jack Morton
on the Mewla
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
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Champion Driver Sam Bilham

Champion Co-Driver

Ron Roughead

Second Overall

Second Overall

Paul Hone

E1
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
E3
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
E
st
1
nd
2
rd
3

Robert Vardy

Driver
Dominic Hodge
Emily Retallick
David Perkins
Driver
Robin Shuttleworth
Kit Leigh
Richard Wells
Driver
Paul Street
Gavin Edwards
Boyd Kershaw

Co-Driver
Stefan Arndt
Eliot Retallick
Carrie Rogers
Co-Driver
Tim Leigh
Calvin Houldsworth
Emma Morrison
Co-Driver
Ian Jones
Caron Tomlinson
Bryan Hull

E2
st
1
nd
2
rd
3
E4
st
1
nd
2
rd
3

Driver
Jordan Hone
Gordon Alexander
Charlie Barlow
Driver
Cameron Davies
George Lepley
Tim Kirvan-Rodgers

First Junior Driver 2 0 from Mintex
First Junior Co-driver

Co-Driver
Toby Brick
Robert Gilham
Claire Williams
Co-Driver
Lee Taylor
Arwel Jenkins
-

Ro ert Vardy
Tom Murphy

MSA English Champion Driver
Sam Bilham with James Whittaker
on the Trackrod
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

MSA English Champion Co-Driver
Ron Roughead co-driving or
Ro in Shuttleworth on the Trackrod
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

MSA Asphalt Rally Championship
‘KING COLE RETAKES THE TITLE!...
An outright win on the Patriot Stages, the
penultimate round of the MSA Asphalt Rally
Championship, confirmed Damian Cole/Paul
Morris as the 2016 winners. For Cole, it’s his
sixth win, while Morris puts his name on the
trophy for the first time. Their main rivals for
the title, Steve Simpson/Patrick Walsh, were
sidelined in the days leading up to the
Caerwent-based event when their Impreza
WRC developed engine trouble.
John Stone’s Fiesta S2500 took first blood on
the Patriot, stopping the clocks nine seconds
quicker than the eventual winners but from then
on, in Championship terms, it was Cole/Morris’
Fiesta WRC all the way. David Tinn/Giles
rd
Dykes (Proton Satria Neo) finished 3 , ahead
of a resurgent Bob Fowden/Paul Wakely who
th
were 4 in their Impreza WRC.
Outgoing MSA Asphalt Champion Simon
Mauger, reunited with 2013 winning co-driver
Brian Cammack, was out for the first time in a
Mitsubishi Mirage R5. However, transmission
problems on SS2 resulted in a maximum and,
although they were able to continue later in the
day to gain some more experience of the car,
prior to what turned out to be a successful
outing on the Jersey Rally, any chance of a
good result had gone.
Wynne Watkins/Ashley Trimble guided their
th
Group N Impreza to 6 overall and, in so doing,
ensured that whatever fellow Production Cup
hopeful Oliver Hopkins did on the final round in

his Lancer EVO9, he couldn’t quite catch them!
Hopkins himself, partnered by Andy Moss on
this occasion, were just over a minute adrift by
the finish, but also took a Top Ten finish on the
driver’s first visit to the venue.
Also in their first Asphalt Championship
season, William Hill/Richard Crozier put in
another workmanlike performance in their
Fiesta R200 to take maximum points in both
Class B10 and the AB Motorsport Front-Wheel
Drive Challenge for the third time this season
and, in so doing, putting both out of reach of
the pursuing pack!
Although they opted to miss the Patriot, Geoff
Glover/Keith Barker were confirmed as the
2016 Millington Rear-Wheel Drive Challenge
Champions.
Their Astra RWD succeeds
Darren & Sue Underwood’s Escort G3 to the
title in convincing style!
Due to the non-availability of a suitable date,
the final round of the Asphalt Championship,
the Cheviot Keith Knox Stages, didn’t take
place in 2015. However, no such problems
with a date this time, although current
restrictions on the usage of parts of the
Otterburn Ranges were challenging enough for
the organisers!... Damian Cole won the event
two years ago and, having already secured the
title, opted to wheel out his Escort MkII for the
occasion.

David Tinn/Giles Dykes’ Proton Satria, which
had been back to Mellors
Elliot Motorsport for a
B13 Class winning driver Stu Bainborough
complete health check
on the Mewla Rally
since the Patriot, set FTD
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
on the first of the twelve
stages, putting the crew
into a lead they maintained
through to the finish to give
them a very popular victory
- their first at this level. In
all, they were quickest on
six stages and were never
th
lower than 6 on any of the
others. This result, plus a
100% finishing record,
confirmed David & Giles as
runners-up in this year’s
Asphalt Championship
Page 16 www.btrda.com

MSA Asphalt Rally Championship
Second on the day was Richard Clews who, on
a limited budget and in what is basically a
Group N Impreza, has put in some excellent
performances on the events he has contested.
Managing to hold off a late charge by Cole’s
Escort, the Coventry driver claimed an allimportant fifth score to move himself up to a
well-deserved final podium spot in the 2016
Drivers’ Championship. As the highest-placed
Class B13 driver in the overall table, Richard
also takes the KwikTrak award this year. By
nd
rd
the finish, the difference between 2 & 3
places was just four seconds, giving
Cole/Morris a class win and, for the first time
ever, maximum points in the Millington RearWheel Drive Challenge!
However, as
described above, this had no bearing on the
final outcome....
In spite of a further absence from the final
round, Steve Simpson/Patrick Walsh’s efforts
st
nd
earlier in the season - two 1 & two 2 places th
rd
saw them finish 4 & 3 in their respective
tables. Simpson was Champion in 200 but, in
spite of several runners-up spots, Walsh has
yet to claim a similar accolade for himself!
In a reversal of the outcome in Group N, Oliver
Hopkins actually finished ahead of Wynne
Watkins in the overall table, with Stu
Bainborough’s Class B13 Lancer EVO6
breathing down their necks. This was the
Manxman’s
first
full
assault
on
the
Championship and, with so many new’ venues
to get used to, he should be well pleased with
his efforts!

It’s a good job that William Hill/Richard Crozier
had closed in on their various goals prior to the
Cheviot as a prolonged visit to an Otterburn
ditch on the opening stage pushed the crew
right down the finishing order. However, not
only have they taken class and front-wheel
drive glory but, at 23 years of age, Hill also
takes the Prima Motorsport Junior Trophy for
2016....
In spite of an incident on the Cheviot that cost
them dearly, Richard & Ben Slinger claimed a
Top Ten spot in their Lancer EVO6, while Ben
has also earned a Kwiktrak award as top B13
Co-driver. Geoff Glover/Keith Barker (Astra
RWD) left the best until last - their highest
points score of the season came on the
Cheviot! - also featured on the final
leaderboard.
In the classes, both B9 (1400s) and B10
(1600s) were closely-fought affairs. Richard
Milbank/Lee Bezuidenhout’s Vauxhall Corsa
eventually came out ahead of David & Mathew
Smalley’s similar car. The outcome wasn’t
sorted until the final round, and there were very
few points in it by the close. By mid-season,
Ian & Mags Kelly (Nissan Micra) appeared to
be in the ascendancy, but absence from the
last couple of rounds saw their challenge fall
away.
Although William Hill’s dominance of B10
eventually shone through, there have been four
different winners’ over the season, with Paul
Clapham opening the bidding on the Tour of
Epynt. However, his Peugeot 106 retired twice
on the Isle of Man - once from
the main event and then again
from the Trophy Rally! - and the
damage brought about an early
end to the Bridgwater driver’s
challenge. Then the cudgel was
picked up by Matthew Roberts
whose Citroen Saxo emerged
victorious from both the Manx
and the ALMC Stages.

Class B1 winning driver ohn Stone at Caerwent
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

It was at this point that
Hill/Crozier really pressed home
nd
their advantage - having been 2
in class on both the Tour of Epynt
and the Manx, they put a DNF in
Ireland behind them to take
maximums on the next three
Page 1
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MSA Asphalt Rally Championship
events and leave the opposition trailing in their
wake.
However, their aforementioned
indiscretion’ on the Cheviot paved the way for
Tim Seipel/Val Thompson to bring their hitherto
recalcitrant MG R through to end the season
on a high!
Mention should also be made of Paul
Clackett/David Millard in their Suzuki Swift.
The driver’s first season of asphalt rallying had
its moments - both good and bad - but to finish
up beached, but otherwise undamaged, on
Otterburn was a cruel twist of fate. Indeed, Phil
Bruce’s Peugeot 206, which was being
delivered to its new owner on the way home
from the Cheviot, came to within one point of
the Suzuki by the finish.
Kevin Harbour, one of a small number of
drivers to contest all seven rounds this year,
also overcame various disappointments - well,
th
three actually! - to put his Peugeot 205 into 4
th
place, with Seipel 5 . Such was the level of
nd
th
competition that 2 to 5 places in the class
were separated by a mere three points!

The BTRDA Rally Challenge, the mixedsurface competition first introduced in 2015,
took in the Manx National, Tyneside Stages
and Mewla Rallies as the asphalt element of
this year’s series. Julian Barnett (Impreza
GpN) and Steve Simpson (Impreza WRC) twice! - were the major beneficiaries from these
events but, in the end, it was Stephen Petch
who took the title in his Fiesta R5 .
Meanwhile, sitting with various drivers during
the season, including Petch on one occasion,
allowed Jack Morton to retain the Co-drivers’
title he won last year.
Following Jane Evans’ enforced withdrawal
from the role of Championship Co-ordinator
due to ongoing family illness and the timescale
involved in the appointment of a successor, the
decision - endorsed by the MSA - has been
taken to rest the series next year, with a view to
a return in 201 .
Andrew Haill

Overall MSA Asphalt Champions
amian Cole and Paul Morris
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
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MSA Asphalt Rally Championship
MSA
Asphalt Rally Championship
1 ‘ROLL O HONO R
st

1 O ERALL RI ER
st
1 O ERALL CO RI ER
nd
O ERALL RI ER
nd
O ERALL CO RI ER
rd
3 O ERALL RI ER
rd
3 O ERALL CO RI ER

Millington R

Champ. Trophy/ BTRDA Award
Champ. Award/ Motordrive Seats Trophy
Champ. Award
Champ. Award
Champ. Award
Champ. Award

AMIAN COLE
PA L MORRIS
David Tinn
Giles Dykes
Richard Clews
Patrick Walsh

Challenge

AB Motorsport

st

Challenge

st

1 Geoff Glover/Keith Barker

1 William Hill/Richard Crozier

MSA Championship Classes
N4

1

st

Wynne Watkins/Ashley Trimble

A

st

1 Steve Simpson / --------------

nd

2 Oliver Hopkins/Ian Taylor
3
B9

rd

David White/Mathew White

st

B10 1 William Hill/Richard Crozier

nd

2 Paul Clackett/David Millard

rd

3 Phil Bruce / Val Thompson

1 Richard Milbank/L Bezuidenhout
2 David Smalley/Mathew Smalley
3 Ian Kelly/Margaret Kelly

B11

st

1 Geoff Glover/Keith Barker

st

nd
rd
st

B12 1 Mark Borthwick / ----------------

nd

2 Richard Egger/Pat Egger
B13

st

1 Stu Bainborough / Ben Slinger
nd

2 Richard Slinger / Stuart Powell

st

B14 1 John Stone/Jack Morton
nd

2 Bob Fowden/Paul Wakely

rd

3 Lee Perry / ----------------

S PPLEMENTAR A AR S :
AN RE

HAILL ASSOCIATES GRO P ‘N TROPH
Wynne Watkins
PRIMA MOTORSPORT
NIOR A AR
William Hill
HEN
OR MOTORSPORT A AR
Damian Cole
K IKTRAK TROPHIES:
Richard Clews/Ben Slinger
BEST E ENT :
Epynt MC
TON
A IES MEMORIAL A AR
Richard Egger
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Unit 5, Southern Avenue,
Leominster, HR6 0QF.
t. 01568 61 00 00
e. info@panelsandprofiles.co.uk
Market Leader in steel building components

expertise
Our name is Thomas. If you’re looking for one of the most
reliable and experienced manufacturers of roofing, cladding
and purlins in the UK, then your search is over. With 30 years
under our belt of providing the best possible service in the
industry, we’re determined to make sure whatever the job,
and wherever you’re based, we’ll rise to the challenge.
That’s the Thomas promise.

excellence
Our name is Thomas. We're proud of being one of
the largest independent manufacturers of roofing,
cladding and purlins in the UK. Established for 30 years
our customers choose to work with us for our passion,
integrity and trust. We're totally committed to providing
the best service possible.
That's the Thomas promise.

trust
Our name is Thomas. Welcome to one of the UK's biggest
independent manufacturers of roofing, cladding and purlins.
Our 30 year old reputation as one of the most trusted suppliers
of the highest quality cold rolled steel products makes us proud.
But we never take our reputation for granted, and we will always
go the extra mile to provide you with the best possible service.
That's the Thomas promise.

passion
Our name is Thomas. We are passionate about being
the UK's No:1 manufacturer of roofing, cladding and purlins.
We've spent the last 30 years building one of the finest
reputations in the cold rolled products industry, and we're
determined to make sure whatever your needs, we won't
let you down.
That's the Thomas promise.

Proud Sponsors of the

1400 Championship

www.panelsandprofiles.co.uk

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
th

50 Anniversary of Rallycross ‘Kicks off’ at the
th
th
2017 Autosport International - 12 to 15 January 2017
th

th

The BTRDA will have an 8 car static display at the Autosport International 14 & 15 January, with
all disciplines represented. Representing Rallycross on the stand is likely to see the following drivers
and cars; Joe Meskauskas, Production Citroen C2 VTS, Ian Shelley, Production 4x4, Sunaru
Impreza & Mike Dresser, SuperModified, Lotus Exige.

Fancy Getting into Rallycross?
It really is extremely easy to get into Rallycross. The BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross
Championship is the entry level into the sport in the UK with a wide range of classes for all
budgets. You can start in Rallycross from the age of ‘14’ in the Junior Rallycross category. Did
you realise you DON’T need to take any circuit tests and NO medical is required. All you need
is a suitable car, an MSA non race national B license (£43), suitable race car and safety gear.
Our Championship is held over 7 rounds at 3 circuits (Croft, Blyton and Pembrey). BTRDA
membership and Championship registration is £75 and typical entry fee’s being around £230
for a single day event at £350 for a double header
E Mail; clubmansrallycross@yahoo.co.uk for more information

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
Blyton R - Kieran s win as other fell by the waysi e
The day started extremely wet and up until
lunchtime was heavy rain, after this it dried out
and sunny warm day was on the cards with the
tarmac drying.
ith the heavy rain early on it
was the less powerful cars showing strong pace.
Tommy raham blew in the engine in practice
and took no further part.
Kenny hall damaged a gearbox in practice and
took no further part.
ary Mitchell (historic) blew his engine in
practice.

took the win after both Ian Shelley and Eddie
ibbs retired in the 2nd heats with mechanical
problems.
The Juniors Rallycross class was a great
success with the 3 drivers getting quicker and
quicker in the end it was Jaidon Bennett
Autocross driver and making his debut in
rallycross and at Blyton who won, being pushed
all the way in the A inal by Morgan root and
Laura Boak in 3rd.

In the istoric class there was a great win by
Kieran Curran won SuperModified leading a
Chris arrell who put in some great heat
lights to flag performance, however he was
performances all day with his flamboyant driving
pushed all the way by Marc Jones in his MR2.
which put him on pole, he then won the A inal
from Ryan Stutchbury.
Kieran has only raced at the circuit twice and on
both occasions now won. Third over
the line in his Rallycross debut was
Kieran Curran at Blyton
Chris Ransley in his BM Compact,
hoto Trevor Coulson
Todd Crooks failed to start from the
front row after a suspected head gasket
failure in heat 3.
In Production it was James Orton who
won, being hard chased over the line by
John ard and Richard Todd.
red
Ling had his best Rallycross event to
date qualifying 4th on the grid for the A
inal, Richard Todd having to win the B
inal.
Mike Manning was the only Production
4x4 car vehicle running at the end and
BTR A Clubmans Rallycross Championship Final
Croft Circuit
ar

I

Again

uge congratulations go to Irishman John ard
on winning the 201 Autosport International
BTRDA Rallycross Championship. John
becomes only the 4th person since 1 77 to win
the Championship twice and only the 3rd driver
to win it in 2 consecutive years. NO ONE has
EVER won the Championship 3 times, who will
win in 2017
The
BTRDA
Clubmans
Rallycross
Championship started back in March and
finished on a wet and treacherous November

ovember

th

201

day at Croft. The season has seen 77 registered
drivers do battle at 3 different circuits.
x
The 4x4 category saw 10 entries split between
the Cartek Motorsport Production 4x4 class and
the Scoobyclinic Clubman 4x4 class. The racing
was fast and furious all day with the cars in their
element in the heavy rain and thick mud.
Throughout the heats it became apparent there
was no one driver dominating the event with
‘Mad’ Mark atson, Simon orton and James
Lyon each taking a heat win. ‘Mad’ Mark

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
atson put his Citroen zara on pole for the A
inal and he was chased all the way to the event
win by James Lyon driving his Nissan Pulsar in
his first ever Rallycross event. James Lyon also
took the Production 4x4 class win ahead of;
Liam Manning, Paul Davis, Ian Shelley and with
Mike Manning retiring. Taking Championship
honours was ary Pusey who claimed the
nd
Clubman 4x4 category for the 2 time in 2 years
after Dmitri Sribny failed to finish and long time
Rallycrosser Mike Manning who claimed the
Production 4x4 class win in its first year in the
Championship. Elsewhere in the class Paul
Davis made his debut in his newly acquired
Subaru Impreza which will see him switch
classes in 2017.
uper o ifie
The huge SuperModified category saw the
biggest grid of the year with 2 cars starting
which includes 3 foreign drivers; Thi s eezen,
Roger Lippens and Claudia Smit which was a
ma or boost to the entry. During the heats there
were 2 drivers who shared the spoils with Mike
Boak taking heat 2 and the amazing Alex
awcett, normally seen Autocrossing in his
Tigra who took heat 1 and 3 wins and with it a
pole position for the A inal. Making his
Rallycross debut Ben Butterworth (Porsche) and
Claudia Smit progressed from the C inal after
st
nd
finishing 1 and 2 . In the B inal it was 2014
Champion Kieran Curran and Dutchman Thi s
eezen who progressed to the A inal after a

great 5 lap scrap. After putting his car on pole
for the final Alex awcett was a bit over whelmed
by the time it came to the final and finished a
th
very creditable 5 . Taking the A inal win was
local driver Mike Boak who was pushed all the
way to the flag by MSA BR champion Tony
Lynch and Todd Crooks with Kieran Curran the
th
B inal winner coming home in 4 place.
th

inishing 7 in the A inal was enough for Marc
Jones in his debut Rallycross season to claim
the uchs Lubricants SuperModified category in
his Toyota MR2
ro uction
The 14 production cars provided some really
close and exciting racing throughout the heats
with Martin Peters taking heat 1 win, and 2015
& 1 champion John ard taking heats 2 and 3,
which was enough to put John on pole for the A
inal. The first two drivers home in the B inal
were red Ling and making his Rallycross debut
Jason Bowes who both progressed to the A
inal. Jason’s smiles were short lived at the
engine in his Citroen Saxo giving up on the way
into the paddock meaning the A inal would only
start with cars. Leading the cars from lights to
flag was champion elect John ard who took
the flag seconds ahead of raham Rumsey
th
and Martin Peters. Coming home 5 in the A
inal was enough for James Orton to claim the
Production category win as John ard claims
the overall BTRDA Championship honours 2
years in a row

John ar on his way to a secon championship win
hoto Trevor Coulson

istoric
In its first official year in the
Championship the
istoric class
certainly provided a diverse grid of
1 cars for the final which allowed
for some fantastic racing. During the
3 heats it was ary Simpson, Shaun
Buckley and Ryan Stutchbury who
shared the heat win honours. Two
great drives in heats 2 and 3 was
enough to claim pole for Shaun
Buckley who was oined on the front
row by BM drivers Vince Bristow
and ary Simpson. Up first it was
the B inal and it was Neil Maynard
and Nigel Murray who progressed to

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
the main event. The A inal was a really close
race with only 4 seconds covering the top 3, at
the flag it was ary Simpson who won ahead of
Lance oster and Ryan Stutchbury.
In his debut season in Rallycross the flamboyant
Shaun Buckley claimed the category honours,
not bad for a season in which Shaun admitted
that he was only doing it for a bit of fun .
Junior R
nd

or the 2 event in a row the Junior class gained
strong entries with 4 drivers racing at Croft.
There was some great racing throughout the
heats and it was Tom Constantine who had 3

et mu

heat wins and put himself on pole for the A inal.
In the final Tom won by 2 seconds from fellow
Swift driver Morgan
root, round
winner
nd
Jaidon Bennett and Laura Boak in only her 2
ever Rallycross event.
Third place in the A inal was enough for Jaidon
Bennett to claim the Junior category win in his
debut season, in the end winning the
championship by half a point from Morgan root
The 2017 season kicks off with a rallycross
th
followe
test ay at Blyton on February 1
by Roun 1 of the Championship on un ay
th
arch 12 also at Blyton

y an slippery a review of the final roun at Croft
Jor ine a ge 117 an
avi
win 17

After having attracted the biggest Rallycross
entry of the year, the final round at Croft on
th
was set to be a good day. The
November
organisers and marshals, including Craig, Kerry,
Bill, Kath and John had worked hard to cover
every aspect, but there was one thing that they
couldn’t control the weather.
ith a frequently changing forecast on the run
up to the event which promised either sun, rain
or snow, I knew that it wouldn’t be an easy
event, but as the rain began to pour on Sunday
morning and with David commenting that it was
worst conditions he’d raced in over the last 12
years, the nerves began to build.
ith the weather dampening spirits, literally, the
day got off to a sorry start as David didn’t start
heat one whilst he waited to have tyres cut to

suit the weather, and the 2000cc
D of mine
died on the dummy grid. Two push starts later,
and we’re off This is until the battery dies for a
third time when switching the wipers on.
By the time heat two came around, we were both
ready for our races with any issues ironed out.
David was first, whilst I watched and waited from
the dummy grids. Despite the weather he
th
worked his way from the back of the grid to 5
position setting a fastest lap time of 1 00.10 ;
amazingly only 8 seconds slower than his
quicker lap times at Croft ust two weeks
previous in almost perfect conditions. I started
nd
on the third row of the grid for the 2 heat, and
didn’t quite get the start right resulting in chasing
the field from the back right from the go A
haun Buckley istoric Champion
hoto Trevor Coulson

James yon In Clubman
hoto Trevor Coulson

x

Class at Croft

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
couple of spins meant that I finished the race in
th
7 position, with a fastest lap time of 1 14.331
some 14.2 seconds slower than David
The third heats took an unexpected turn for the
worse. David and I started this heat alongside
each other on the front row of the grid, and to
my surprise my start was actually ok and the
others didn’t seem to get by too quickly. David
was flying away ahead of me, as I tried to keep
focused on what I was doing. Coming onto the
second set of loose on the first lap, I missed a
change into third gear and a few cars (that I
didn’t realise were behind me) overtook on the
inside. Determined to catch up, I flew down
and into the corner, when a little too much
speed and water on the track sent me spinning
into the Armco queue a race stop and a trip
to the medical centre. The restart saw David
spin after the finish and end up stuck on the
grass.
Luckily, after being given a fit to race letter,
David and I waited in anticipation for the B final
as the rain continued to pour. David started a
couple of rows in front of me, and as with heat
2, my start wasn’t quite what it should have
been. ith extra nerves following the previous
race, I headed into the first corner with caution
only to be met by David sideways across the
track. Some quick thinking meant that I
managed to avoid him and continued with the
race. In no time at all, David had caught up and
was past Coming around again however, I
met him sideways across the track for a second
time and managed to avoid him. Again, he
caught up and was heading past on the second
set of loose when he went a little wide after his
car umped out of fifth gear, which allowed me
to get through in front of him on to the last lap
and this way the way it stayed across the finish
nd
rd
line The final result was 2 and 3 in class
a fantastic achievement given the testing
conditions.
A big thank you to David for lending me the car,
Stuart and Peter for fixing them and keeping us
going and to all the marshals who stood out in

the horrid weather allowing us to have a bit of
fun.
Jordine Wadge

nippets
2017
The launch of the 2017 Autosport
International BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross
Championship took place at the Jersey
arm otel, many thanks to Supercar driver
‘Mad’ Mark atson for hosting the night.
You will find the 2017 calendar within the
programme.

tability is key
The 2017 BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross
Championship will see a year of stability
with its class structure. There will be no
changes to the class structure only minor
changes to technical regulations in some
classes which will be announced within our
regulations which will be due out soon

ro uction x
The new for 201 Production 4x4 class
seems to be gathering momentum with the
high chance of 10 cars being on the grid in
2017. Current drivers Liam Manning, Mike
Manning and Ian Shelley are likely to be
oined by Carl Stebbings, Eddie ibbs, Paul
Davis and others by the start of the season.

A message from James

rton

Kath can you pass on my thanks to
everyone for a great year.

From arah all Gear Box
(after Blyton)
And can I say what a credit your drivers
are. Such a completely different
atmosphere to other clubs I have been
involved with. Brilliant racing and paddock

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
pirit of Rallycross Awar
It has been the tradition over the last few years
that at the final round of the BTRDA
Championship, the Spirit of Rallycross Award
would be presented in memory of Anita adge
for the respective year.
Anita, known by some as the ueen of R ,
supported both the BTRDA and the British
Rallycross Championship for many years and
had an active involvement in the organisation of
marshals, along with marshalling herself.
Rallycross had been a passion of hers for some
20 years, alongside Melvyn and her three
daughters, and Rallycross continued to be a
passion until she sadly passed away in
December 2013 following a Stroke.
Over the next year it was a fitting decision that
an event be held in her memory and this was
done at Blyton on November 30th 2014,
alongside the scattering of her ashes at what
was her home track.
The programme featured an article and
photographs of her, and stickers and memorial
medals were distributed amongst organisers
and drivers alike. This was also the first time
that the perpetual tribute was awarded and to
the most suiting person in Tracey Bain who has
also done a lot of work for Rallycross, both
behind the scenes and on track, which she

continues to do despite facing recent health
issues of her own.
Into 2015 and the trophy is again awarded, but
this time to Bill Skermer, as decided by Tracey
and myself (Jordine, Anita’s eldest daughter).
Bill plays an invaluable role in the organising and
preparation of events, in the BTRDA Rallycross
committee and also on race days with some
positive words and useful information at driver’s
briefings. e also has some race history of his
own Bill has stood by the sport, and particularly
the club, through some of its most difficult times
and continues to do so today.
ere we are in 201 , and the trophy has been
awarded for the 3rd time on November th at
Croft Circuit by both myself, my two sisters and
Bill. This year it was very deservingly presented
to Malcolm orbes, who along with supplying a
smile and some Avon tyres at each event no
matter what the conditions, has also played a
huge role behind the scenes having been
involved in Rallycross since 1 74.
In 2011, Malcolm approached the BTRDA with
sponsorship from Autosport International, which
he continued to manage and maintain despite
the fateful 2013 where the Championship did not
run. Once the Championship was back up and
running in 2014 the BTRDA continued to liaise
with him to maintain the Autosport
International
Sponsorship,
with
Malcolm also sourcing a stand at the
same show, along with a slot for some
of the Championship drivers to
appear in the Live Action Arena
something which may otherwise have
been impossible
The adge family is truly thankful for
the work which Malcom, and not
forgetting his wife Brenda, have done
for the Clubman’s side of BTRDA
Rallycross, the family hopes that this
trophy goes some way towards
expressing our gratitude to him.
Jordine Wadge

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box

alcolm an Bren a Forbes
altham ervices
A few more of you will know a little more about Malcolm now, you will always see him in the
paddock in his apron selling (hopefully) his Avon Tyres. That’s how I got to know him probably
35 years ago now, trying to squeeze a bit of discount out of him for being a good payer
I had no idea at that time as to how the relationship between Malcolm, myself, the BTRDA CR
and Autosport International would turn out.
Malcolm and Brenda, a huge thank you from myself and all on committee for your faith and
support since 2011. It’s an exciting time for the BTRDA liaising with Autosport direct but we will
miss you, it’s a good ob that you will still be in the paddock selling your tyres
Many many thanks to you both for helping us to build a Seriously un Championship.
Bill Skermer and all of the CR committee.

Proud Sponsors of the
BTRDA Production Class

Suppliers of Yokohama & Kumho Rallycross
Tyres, Rally & Road Tyres also supplied
www.melwilliamstyres.com
Tel: 07811 269500, meltyres@outlook.com
also on facebook

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
Championship Points after Round 7
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4
th
5

BTRDA Championship Overall
John Ward
James Orton
Richard Todd
Marc Jones
Todd Crooks

286.5
284.0
266.5
255.5
246.5

BTRDA Supermodified Championship
Overall
st
1
Marc Jones
255.5
nd
2
Todd Crooks
246.5
rd
3
David Attiwell
232.5
th
4
Kenny Hall
224.0
th
5
Tommy Graham
200.0
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Supermodified up to 1600cc
Nick Potter
163.0
Phil Chicken
154.0
Keiran Curran
131.5
Supermodified 1601 to 2100cc

st

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
1

st

David Attiwell
Paul Williams
Tony Lynch

270.5
88.0
80.0

Supermodified over 2101cc
Marc Jones
Kenny Hall
Todd Crooks

271.0
233.0
206.5

Supermodified BMW Mini
David Bell

148.5

BTRDA Production Championship Overall
st
1
John Ward
286.5
nd
2
James Orton
284.0
rd
3
Richard Todd
266.5
th
4
Fred Ling
222.5
th
5
Mark Finch
212.5

www. clubmansrallycross.weebly.com
BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross Championship.

st

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4
th
5
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
1

st

st

1
nd
2
3rd
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Production 1600 8V
Eddie Gibbs
Steve Hickey
Leigh Hickey

164.0
107.0
49.5

Production 1600 16V
John Ward
James Orton
Richard Todd

290.5
288.0
266.5

Production 1601 to 2000
Mark Finch
Sue Lane
Peter Hamlett

253.5
215.0
204.0

BTRDA Historic Overall
Shaun Buckley
Ryan Stutchbury
Gary Mitchell
Vince Bristow
Chris Farrell

267.5
262.5
231.0
229.5
210.0

Historic Supermodified
Ryan Stutchbury
Vince Bristow
Gary Mitchell

275.5
250.5
249.0

Historic Modified
Gary Mitchell
Ryan Stutchbury
Chris Farrell

175.0
171.0
164.0

Historic Classic Minicross
George Edwardes

104.0

Production 4 x 4
Mike Manning
Liam Manning
Ian Shelley

211.5
148.0
145.0

Clubman 4 x 4
Gary Pusey
Dmitrij Sribnyi
Simon Horton

179.0
175.0
80.0

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship
In association with The Gear Box
201 Awar
Class

etails

inners
river

Trophy

The BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross
Champion.

John

Super Modified Champion
uchs Lubricants
st
1 Super Modified Up to 1 00cc
st
1 Super Modified
Over 1 01cc and up to 2100cc
st
1 Super Modified
Over 2101cc
1st BM MINI

Marc Jones

David Bell

BTRDA Chairman s
Trophy

Production Champion
Mel illiams Tyres
1st Production up to 1 00cc 8v
1st Production up to 1 00cc 1 v
1st in Production 1 01cc 2000cc

James Orton

B B Trophy & an award

Eddie ibbs
Richard Todd
Mark inch

The BL Trophy
The ML Trophy
The Cothi Bridge Trophy

Clubman 4 x 4 Class Champion
Scoobyclinic
1st in Production 4 x 4
CARTEK Engineering

ard

etails

Nick Potter
David Attiwell
Kenny

all

Dave uell Trophy
Betteridge Trophy
uchs Lubricants Trophy
uchs Titan Trophy
Titan Race Trophy

ary Pusey

Motospeed Trophy

Mike Manning

Bill Skermer Trophy

Junior Rallycross Champion

Jaidon Bennett

BRDA President s Trophy

istoric Champion
Steve aunt Trailers
1st istoric SuperModified
1st istoric Modified
1st Classic Mini

Shaun Buckley

Jehu Trophy

Mark Richardson
Ryan Stutchbury
eorge Edwardes

Trophy
Trophy
Trophy

Best Event

TBC at lunch

Andy Sargent Trophy

Best Newcomer

TBC at lunch

John Mackley Trophy

best placed driver 21

TBC at lunch

Star of the uture Trophy

Best Presented Car throughout
Championship year

TBC at lunch

a glass award to keep

INNOVATION
QUALITY
RELIABILITY
SAFETY
SUPPLIERS TO:

MINI
CHALLENGE

BATTERY ISOLATORS
FiA RAIN LIGHTS
POWER DISTRIBUTION
COOLANT LEVEL
SENSORS
WIRELESS STEERING
WHEEL CONTROLS
SHIFT LIGHTS

GET IN CONTACT:

www.CARTEKMOTORSPORT.com
+44 (0) 2380 457747
info@cartekmotorsport.com

BTRDA® Car Trials Championship
LOW DOWN TORQUE
Well, here we are at the conclusion of another
successful
year
for
the
Car
Trials
Championship. As you will by now be aware, all
qualifiers for the Grand Final Trial made the
journey to Somerset although Simon went
rallying nearby instead! On the eve of the trial a
dozen or so of us gathered at an hotel in
Ilminster at which it was a rather “car themed”
evening as the two Aston Martins parked outside
the front door signified a Bond-themed
fundraising dinner for those in the ballroom,
whilst the equally important trials community
dominated the car park and dominated the
dining room.
Regardless of the outcome for some of us on the
day, it was absolutely the right choice to place
the running of the Final in the most capable
hands of Woolbridge Motor Club; the effort put
into the organisation was self-evident as one
turned off the narrow lane into the paddock field
to be greeted by a “welcome” board and the
special door stickers was a great gesture too.
Our continuing Champion has kindly written a
report on the day, so I don’t need to go into any
further detail here, except to express my
disappointment when my aging AX let me down
yet again, this time during the second round
when something became loose in the top of the
engine (I still don’t know what) causing an
alarming noise and loss of power. I limped the
car back to the paddock and spent the afternoon
marshalling.
It’s great to see some new names in the awards
list and as has been the pattern in recent years

we have a good number of winners of the
qualifying rounds, this time 5 different drivers will
receive the BTRDA Spoons. Far be it for me to
reveal a lady’s age, but when Gemma Weeks
steps forward to collect the Ladies Award she
may well be our youngest ever winner of any of
our awards. Well done, Gemma. We look
forward to seeing a good turnout on the Car
nd
Trials tables on 22 January at the Awards
Luncheon to be held at Drayton Manor Hotel.
It’s time now to thank everyone who has taken
time to complete our event surveys; your
feedback is always an important contributory
factor in determining the “best event” in the
qualifying rounds – and this year we’re delighted
to confirm that Wolverhampton & South Staffs
Car Club, for their Gaby Mohr Memorial trial, will
receive the Mike Stephens Trophy. I would also
like to thank all members of the Car Trials
Committee for their time and contributions this
year.
Turning now to peep at the 2017 Championship,
the September Welsh Weekend is moving to
May and will be known as the… At the time of
writing we have yet to firm up on a date for the
Grand Final Trial; this will be published and
emailed to registered contenders once it has
been confirmed. We have agreed with the MSA
Car Trials Championship to a couple of changes
for both Championships, viz: minimum tyre
pressures in Class 1 for f.w.d. cars will adopt the
same pressures by engine capacity as for Class
2 and there is a slight reduction in the r.w.d.
minimum pressure to 20 p.s.i.; in Classes 3 and
8, cars complying with Regulation T10
will not have to comply with Regulation
T10.1, i.e. the cars will not be required
to have an MoT.
On the promotional front, in a bid to
attract
newcomers
to
the
Championship, we are waiving the
championship fee for first-timers –
regardless of age. Now, this means
that for those newcomers under the
age of 25 on 1 January 2017 they can
join the BTRDA and register for the Car
Trials Championship completely freeof-charge. All we have to do is to
Bronze Star Winner Kevin Roberts
promote this message – perhaps with
Photo: Geoff Pickett
your help we can do that?
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That brings us up-to-date, so all that remains is
for me to wish everyone the very best of the
Season’s Greetings and hope we all have a
happy and successful New ear. Oh! Just one
more thing: thank you for supporting the BTRDA

Car Trials Championship – we look forward to
seeing you and your friends in 2017! And don’t
forget to pass on the word about our promotion!
Neil Mackay
neil.mackay.home btinternet.com

Caernarvonshire & Anglesey Motor Club.

athe s

to Salva e Car Trial Sat r a

This event was the penultimate qualifying round
of the BTRDA 201 Car Trials season. It was
the first of a back to back pair in North Wales,
twinned with the Derwydd held the following day.
Only 10 Championship contenders and
Clubmen made the effort, or were able, to enter
this event on Anglesey, at Rhuddlan Bach Farm
between Llangefni and Benllech. There are at
least two reasons contributing to this poor
turnout, and I’ll refer to these later.
After many years of trying, Lee Matthews has
managed to secure the use of an excellent new
site offering easy access, plenty of space, and
terrain providing scope for any conditions, with
gentle nursery slopes graduating up to dramatic
steep stoppers.
There were three in Class 1, two in Class 2 and
five in Class 3. Richard Pain in a Toyota Starlet
in the no ballast class and Stephen Mc nhill in
an AX FWD ballast class were welcome relative
newcomers to the Championship circus. There
were 7 hills, the first being a timed one, and all
were run four times. They were all nice and wide
and offered scope for different lines to be tried,
though some of the stake markings were not
very obvious leading to some confusion where a
batch of hills converged near the top! I’m

Silver Star Winner Steve Co rts
Photo: Geoff Pickett

th

September

assured this was a one off problem which will be
dealt with in future.
I like the timed hills, but my first hill of the day
was just such a hill, and my enthusiasm was to
be my downfall. ooming off to try for a quickest
time, I think I did achieve this, however I had
missed a gate out and consequently got a
maximum 12. What a start. So in our class
evin in his Dutton got into a good lead, Henry
itching went brilliantly and score only 1 all
morning! Henry was trying to consolidate his
championship lead, both BTRDA and MSA. And
Rupert, who always does well in Wales, was
only two points behind Henry. However, with
only two in the class, he was never going to win
overall.
After lunch, Henry continued his good form to
stay well ahead of Richard Pain and an off-form
John Wadsworth. Rupert excelled with less than
half of Stephen’s score and I got my act together
and hauled in evin and Sion who were having
mechanical problems – a severe case of their
wobbly-wheel syndrome!
So in the end my first hill mess up cost me the
overall win to leave me with the Class 3 award,
Rupert took Class 2 of course and Henry won
overall. Well Done. This meant that Henry had
only to finish the Derwydd the following
day to clinch the MSA Championship
and lead the BTRDA one.
This was a greatly improved MAS trial
and bodes well for the future at this
excellent new site. (with the ever jolly
caterer!) Also, my reference earlier to
poor turnout should be reversed next
year, as we’ve agreed with the MAS
team and Bala to move their Welsh
weekend to May when the season
should be more buoyant and have
swapped the MAS from Saturday to
Sunday when we hope to attract more
competitors and marshals alike.
Barrie Parker
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Der

Car Trial

Bala an District

This trial was the second of two trials, which ran
back to back on Saturday and Sunday at the end
of September. It was the last qualifying event of
the year in the BTRDA Car Trials Championship
and the last event at all in the MSA
Championship.
The enue, just off the A5 near Cerrigydrudion,
is spectacular and offers a wide range of varied,
demanding and sometimes rough, tight
sections.
The Club and organisers are
enthusiastic and welcoming, so it is a joy to
compete there.
Class 1 had four entries, 2 had two entries and
3 had five entries. It was close in both
Championships at this stage, and technically
could still to be won (MSA) by three people –
me, Mark Hoppe and Henry itching. Though
all Henry had to do was finish and he’d win it.
Mark Hoppe didn’t show up, so that took the
pressure off Henry. C o C was Brian Roberts,
and he laid out 8 hills, some new ones this year
in a different part of the land. They were difficult
and on the first round the best scores were 15,
scored by myself in the Westfield and Rupert
North in his Mini. Best Class 1 was Henry on 3 .
Round two saw Sion Rhisiart in the Roberts’
Dutton pull out all the stops for the best score of
12 and in doing so pulled ahead of me and Brian
(also in the Dutton). Rupert was next on 1 to
consolidate his lead and Henry was going
steady keeping just ahead of John Wadsworth,
Trevor Moffat and Dave Walker respectively.
The Clubman’s section was being dominated by

th

September

the Roberts’ too. Top three being Ioan, Sion and
Aron respectively.
There was a short lunch break facilitated by
more family members and friends, with excellent
barbeque food in the barn, while Brian was
making more demon alterations to the hills.
Round 3 and evin and I were having a great
battle each losing 3 but on different hills. In
Class 1, Henry was going cautiously but still
keeping ahead of his fellows. And in Class 2,
Rupert was extending his lead over Stephen
Mc nhill in his Citroen AX. After a few more
tweaks to the hills for round we did the last
eight hills of the day. I had a good round scoring
only 2 to stay ahead in a very close Class 3.
Rupert held onto his lead, but with only two in
his Class could expect only a 100 Overall
index. And Henry coasted home to finish –
which was all he had to do.
The index favoured the larger Class 3 this day,
so I won overall. Rupert won his class, and Ioan
won the Clubman s overall as his brothers’
Subaru gave up. Most importantly perhaps was
Henry’s Class1 win, which also secured him the
MSA Championship outright and top spot for the
BTRDA final a few weeks later.
A very enjoyable trial. Different, friendly,
demanding. And in case you haven’t heard the
Derwydd and MAS (Anglesey) events are
th
th
moving date next year to the 27 and 28 May
respectively, so even more incentive to go and
get some early points in on two great events in
sunny North Wales.
Barrie Parker

T E GR ND
After a number of years in the Midlands the
Grand Final moved to Somerset and a new
venue for Car Trialing. Found by Mark Hoppe it
had been previously been used for a sporting
car trial. Any doubts that it was too far south
were proved wrong when only 1 qualifier didn t
enter and so 17 competitors did battle over 32
sections. Woolbridge Motor Club put on an
excellent event and Andy Webb laid out the 8
hills with assistance from Duncan Stephens.
John Wadsworth and Henry itching made the
550 mile plus round trip from orkshire on
Saturday, but Rupert North decided to do the trip

otor Cl b

N L

in 1 day! For some others it was 15 minutes
away.
Class 1 immediately opened up with Henry
itching and Mark Hoppe (next to each other in
class again) vying for class honours with Trevor
Moffat and Nick Pollitt waiting for any mistakes.
By lunchtime Henry had a 10 point lead over
Mark with Trevor another 15 behind (that could
have been so different had Henry s car run out
of petrol on hill 8 and not as he lined up at the
start, very lucky!). The 1st round after lunch
proved pivotal as Henry took 1 marks out of
Mark and despite some funny noises coming
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Gol Star Winner enr Kitchin
Photo: Geoff Pickett

from the Corsa on the last round it held together.
Trevor beat Nick on each round to take 3rd,
Dave Walker finished 5th with Tim Beard and
David Allman th and 7th respectively.
Class 2 had a couple of interlopers making
tactical class swaps. What would have been a
fantastic and very close 3 way battle lost 1
contender, Neil Mackay, after 12 sections when
the AX had engine issues. Rupert North held a
1 point lead over Shawn Franklin at lunchtime, it
was all square after 3 rounds and by the end
Shawn took the class by
marks with John
Wadsworth 3rd.

Scorer s Snippets
The Silver Star Championship was incredibly
tight going into the Grand Final with Rupert
North, Steve Courts, Nigel Weeks and I just four
points apart.
Shawn Franklin and John
Wadsworth were just a few points further back if
three of the leading four slipped up. As it
happened, I took a reluctant decision to take the
Golf rallying instead (and we finished 2nd overall
and secured the class win in the championship,
so feel vindicated) and therefore missed my first
Grand Final since 1 5. On the day, Nigel didn’t
have a good time, and although Shawn beat
Rupert in class, it wasn’t enough to overhaul him
in the championship – but it did allow Steve
Courts to overtake Rupert and claim the Silver
Star title – Rupert finishing second.
The Bronze Star was a little more cut and dried,
with evin Roberts and Trevor Moffatt to do

Page 3

Class 3 was probably going
to be the closest to call with
a few possible winners, but
a very surprising poor 1st
round from Barrie Parker
(especially after the year he
has had) took him out of the
equation.
Steve Courts
held the sway at lunchtime,
but by only
marks from
evin Roberts and Dave
Oliver. Steve dropped the
fewest marks (of everyone)
on all rounds to win by 12
marks from Dave with
evin
3rd.
Barrie
recovered to finish th with
Nigel and Gemma Weeks
5th and th respectively.
For the second year running Henry itching took
the overall honours and the Gold Star ahead of
Steve Courts who was the Silver Star winner.
evin Roberts took the Bronze Star for the first
time.
Well done to Woolbridge Motor Club, especially
Clerk of Course Andy Webb who was one of the
main driving forces behind the event and all the
marshals for they very friendly demeanor.
e ry
th

ic i

November

battle for top spot – just one point apart at start
of play. Gemma Weeks and David Allman had
a chance should one of the other two fail. But
they didn’t; and what’s more they both came
third in their classes and so evin pipped Trevor
by just the one point. evin Roberts moves up
to the Silver Star championship next year.
Henry itching was probably the favourite for
Gold Star going into the Final, but that pressure
was brushed aside and he won the event
outright in relative comfort. Though it has to be
said that winning these events is never easy!
Gold Star champion two years running! Hearty
congratulations are due. One must also mention
that Gemma Weeks qualified for the Final and
finished the Final to become the first Nancy
Mitchel trophy winner since Jo Preston in 2008.
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For the third year running, the new Gold Star
scoring system had no effect on deciding the
champion this year. And nor did the five bonus
points. However, and this is very important to
bear in mind, although the number of potential
winners going into the event may have been
reduced, the bonus points scheme created more
potential winners and kept the interest high for
each class throughout the day.
At the end of the season, the committee discuss
each of the qualifying events in detail, taking into
account the Survey Monkey comments that the
competitors themselves have submitted after
events. Committee then choose which of the
events was the best event. Despite a change of
venue – sometimes a challenging aspect of an
event – Wolverhampton and South Staffordshire
Car Club was voted the best event. Well done
to John Fox, Chris nights and the rest of the
team.
As I commented last year, I feel that the number
of cars that are not carrying a passenger is
increasing further.
The relaxing of the

regulations is a good thing and is being
appreciated.
Though competitors should
remember that passengers may turn into
competitors one day, and may therefore assist
in our sport continuing.
The usual annual statistics follow........... The
average number of competitors per event has
decreased further to 2 this year from 28 last
year; and the average number of national
competitors has followed suit from 20 to 18.
BTRDA registered drivers attendance at events
also fell from 1 to 12.5 per event. The number
of championship registrations remained the
same at 31, though I’m sad to report that two
passed away in the spring. The best supported
event (including Clubman) was Falcon Motor
Club’s Ivinghoe Spring Trial with
entries,
while the most National competitors were at the
rnest Owen and Warwickshire Trials (2 ), and
Warwickshire and Wyre Forest had the most
BTRDA competitors with 18.
i

The list of Championship
ar
inners is as follo s
con rat lations to all of them
Gold Star Winner
Silver Star Winner
Silver Star Runner up
Bronze Star Winner
Bronze Star Runner up
Class 1 Winner
Class 2 Winner
Class 3 Winner
Jack Williams Trophy
Nancy Mitchell Trophy
Mac Hazlewood Trophy
Mike Stephens Trophy

Henry itching
Steve Courts
Rupert North
evin Roberts
Trevor Moffatt
Mark Hopp
Shawn Franklin
Dave Oliver
Dave Oliver
Gemma Weeks
Barrie Parker
Wolverhampton & South Staffs Car Club

Nanc

itchell Troph
Winner

Gemma Weeks
Photo: Simon arris
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Gaby Mohr

Matthews A-Salvage

Derwydd

11 0

2 0

25 0

5
7

8

2

7

5

5
10
8

8
10
7
7
5

8
8
10
7

7
5
3

2

8
10
10

10
8

10
8
7
7
2
5
3
7
10

8
5
7

7
8
0

10

10

10

10

10

7

7

5
3

7

10
8

10
10
0
7

10

7
8

8
7

8

5

5
10
0

10

10

10

5
0
52
71
8
73
2
50
2
2
78
2
7

10
8
2
7

7

CHAMP

Wye alley 2
1 08

8

5
0

TOTAL

HCC Wales
17 07

8
3

5

3
51
2
1
15
13

Grand Final

Cymru
1 07

5

5
8

23 10

Wyre Forest
12 0

8

Best

Warwickshire
08 05

5
7

8

8

Five

rnest Owen
17 0

8

5
8

Mac Hazlewood

Ivinghoe Spring
03 0

7

8
8

TOTAL

Basil lkington

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

20 03

evin Roberts
Trevor Moffatt
Gemma Weeks
David Allman
Andy Webb
Chris Judge
vie North
Nick Cleal
Wayne Grimshaw
Bert Greenaway
Paul Manning
Mike Jones
Steve Courts
Rupert North
Shawn Franklin
Nigel Weeks
John Wadsworth
Dave Walker
Tim Beard
Simon Harris
Henry itching
Mark Hopp
Dave Oliver
Barrie Parker
Nick Pollitt
Neil Mackay
Garry Preston

Golden Springs

NAM

0 03

Champ Status

BTRDA® Car Trials Championship

1
1
10
8

5
55
2
37

20
18
20
12
1
12
10

5

25
18
18
1
1
0

58
55
5
3
75
5
5
2

Scored as the Secretary
or C of C of the event

ack Williams Troph an
Class Winner
Davi Oliver
Photo: Geoff Pickett
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By the time you see this our season will be over,
apart from the Gold
Silver Star Final in
January. This year our premier event is taking
place at Ian eale s excellent new Crewkerne
site, and Ian (who won last year s Gold Star) will
be C of C, so we can expect a superb day given
the weather.
The usual huge calendar of 22 Trials in 2016 ran
more or less to plan, starting with the Geoff
Taylor at Telford in February, and finishing with
the Gloster (now run by 7 0MC Western
Section) at Stroud in December, with only the
November Sporting being cancelled. This was
very sad because it was Monty Peters baby and
he left us suddenly and unexpectedly in July. e
will be sorely missed.
ntries have been fairly marginal most of the
season, with only the Midlands rounds attracting
more than mid 20s. This is not really surprising
since numbers entering the BTRDA Trials
Championship have dwindled from the
traditional close to three figures down to about
half of that this year. Taking that into account
the level of entries is not as bad as it might have
been Many clubs have managed their finances
by taking out a Dual Permit and running a Club
Class mixed in with their National B trial, which
usually encouraged another half do en or so to
come out and play, although the Gloster, which
was orphaned (as the Gloucester) when ondon
CC ceased operations, then BTRDA stepped in
and resurrected it on one of it s traditional sites,
and finally passed the baton to the 7 0MC

Western Section who have attracted an
excellent 31 entries this year, with only 2 Club
Class entries, an impressive feat which bodes
well for it s future.
Apart from the clubbies mentioned above the
vast majority of National B entries have been
independent supercars, the older live axle cars
have largely dropped below the radar. This is in
spite of fantastic performances by Roger
Bricknell winning the Charles Pollard outright in
a 40 year old Facksimile, and Alistair Moffatt
coming very close at the Pete Fear, (he came
second), also in an old Facksimile. Dave ailes
and Steve Courts can also be relied on to be
competitive in their Facksimiles in most
conditions, but Josh eale is by far the most
consistent live axle competitor in his old Sherpa,
with four top five finishes this year. aving said
that there were 30 Facksimiles built and about
30 Sherpas as well as at least 30 incrafts and
Concords combined as well as around 10 CAPs,
so where are they all?
The istoric Sporting Trials Car Club have
managed to attract huge entries to their events,
in excess of 0 recently, and even taking the
large number of double driven cars into account,
that is around 3 cars, and most of the drivers
are new to the sport, so by and large they are
not poaching our people.
The MSA did a large fact finding survey during
the year, and were surprised to receive over 100
replies, the overwhelming conclusion was that
the owners of older cars want to attend the same
events with the same
sections, but they want to
compete within their own
class for their own awards.

an and Sandy eale at the Gloster Trial
hoto Cal in Talbot cstartworks
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Given the facts in the
paragraphs above the big
news for 2017 is the
Committee have decided
to implement a ive Axle
Challenge.
This will
consist of a class for those
cars in every round, with
their own scores and
awards, and Challenge
points based on position in
class will go into a year
long
scoresheet
with

BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship
Roland and aura.

awards at the end for the best score from 10
trials.

One success has been the introduction of new
tyres to the sport, the ones chosen have proved
to possess the very attribute we were looking
for, namely that they are less prone to dig into
the ground when supplied with excess power.
This has several benefits, firstly increased
safety as cars digging holes often lift their front
into the air when they hit grippy dry ground
below the surface. The second benefit is drivers
cannot dig holes and make the section
impossible for following drivers, and the third
benefit is the obvious one of leaving the site in
better condition to the satisfaction of
landowners. As before the tyres we list are
priced at the budget end of the market, so there
has been no economic disadvantage for drivers.

There will also be awards for best live axle
performance in both the Gold and Silver Star
final.
In addition to this exciting news we have been
awarded a
00 sponsorship deal from R IS,
welcome indeed, and just in time to help fund the
new awards.
Given that a a decent live axle car, and there
must be loads of cars sitting around in sheds at
present, is worth between 3000 and
000,
around a third of a typical used supercar, it is
hoped that this will attract a whole new following
next year. The most important thing is to get the
news out to those who want to hear it
Coming back to 2016 Roland Uglow and aura
Wilks have clinched the MSA British
Championship in their Crossle with a couple of
rounds to go, a model of consistency, with no
poor scores on the sheet at all. Well done

ere s looking forward to 2017 and hopefully a
successful introduction of the new class, a
appy Christmas to you all, see you on the hills
next year.
u an ac

ST Short e ent reports
TCC John Southern 2
Simon ingsley drove nearly a faultless day in
the Wooded site at Firbank, with Matthew
passengering they finished one point behind the
optimum. Simon led all day in dry conditions
taking his second BTRDA win of the season.
The chasing pack was all covered by six points.
The current NPTCC Championship leader took
second place just two points ahead of Barry
ogg who won the Blue class. Mike Salton

nd

ctober 201

th

st

1 Simon ingsley
nd
2 Bryan Walker
rd
3 Barry ogg

Ross & istrict Motorclub
th
ete Fear Sporting Trial
ctober 201
Richard Sharp took his maiden BTRDA win with
Joe in the passenger seat, Richard started
trailing on four wheels after a good spell on two
wheels only five years ago. ocal lad Alastair
Moffatt had led most of the day until a couple of
slip ups relegated him to second place. Roland
rd
Uglow had another quiet day and finished 3 .
Peter nglish Mckinney made a return to the

TR A S

th

RT

G TR ALS F

AL

2 Starter

finished best Green in 7 place after hitting a
costly 11 gate. Mark Campbell returning to the
th
place in another
sport after five years claimed
live axle. Bill Rhodes finished best clubman.
Crossle
Jedi
amilton

6 Points
14 Points
16 Points

17 Starters

th

sport after a eighteen month rebuild finishing .
th
Colin Flashman won the Green Class in 10
place
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Richard Sharp Cartwright
Alastair Moffatt Facksimillie
Roland Uglow Crossle

RA

AWAR S R S

3 Points
41 Points
4 Points

TAT

Saturday 7 January 2017 Orchardleigh state, Orchardleigh Park, Frome, BA11 2P
Tickets 40
Contact - laine Smyth Manor Farm, ewish, Crewkerne, Somerset TA1
T Tel 07 46 277 71
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BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship
Co entry & Warwickshire Motor Club
th
Mercian Sporting Trial 1
ctober 201 2 Starters
Simon ingsley and John Fack had a day long
tussle for the lead in dry conditions, at lunch they
were both tied on 17 points ,straight after lunch
John picked up a four gate and Simon trickled
round the rest of the day and took his second
overall in three trials. Richard Sharp took the
Blue Class while another Northern driver Mike
Salton won the Green Class. The event was

also the MSA Inter-Association team Sporting
trial,which was won by the Team from the South
nd
West with the Northern Team taking 2 place
just one point behind.
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Simon ingsley
John Fack
Ian eale

Crossle
MSR
Sherpa

orkshire Sports Car Club
The Stone Trough Sporting Trial 2 th ctober 201
Simon ingsley and Matt won their third trial on
the hoof at the local Stone Trough trial beating
the Cornish Flyer into second place, second was
enough for Roland and aura to retain the British
Championship.
Seven drivers were still
pointless at lunch so Martin Grimwood
toughened up the hills added some wind in the
tyres and everyone dropped points. George

st

1
nd
2
rd
3

The Cornish Traveller retained the Roy Fedden
Sporting trial after his eighth win of the season.
George Watson in the highly polished amilton
was the early leader until a couple of slipups
dropped him down to sixth. The final round the
top four was covered by four points Roland,

20

Ian Wright and Simon ingsley were the class of
the field at a cold oughborough Sporting Trial
having a day long tussle going down to the last
hill of the day which Ian cleared and Simon took
a one. The hills gradually deteriated as the day
went on after heavy overnight rain. Boyd
Webster won the Blue Class in seventh place

7 0 Motor Club Gloster Trial
John Fack became the ninth different winner of
the season. A heavy overnight frost made for
extremely treacherous conditions and a high
scoring day. John and Roland leading the way
finishing just seven points apart. The next five
drivers were covered by just three points. Paul
Price took the Blue class in fourth his best drive
of the season and Mike Baker took the Green
Class.

Page 3

2 Starters

Watson in his highly polished amilton took
home third o a. Richard Sharp took yet another
blue Class win and another Northern driver Mike
Salton took the Green Class
Simon ingsley
Roland Uglow
George Watson

ristol Motor Club
th
Roy Fedden Sporting Trial 1
o ember 201

Loughborough Car Club

24 Points
31 Points
34 Points

Crossle
Crossle
amilton

Points
14 Points
16 Points

27 Starters

John Fack and Stuart Beare and George
Watson. This was a good Wooded trial trail run
on very slippery leaves and had ten hills laid out.
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
th

Roland Uglow Crossle
John Fack
MSR
Stuart Beare Sherpa Indy

o ember 201

17 Points
1 Points
1 Points

2 Starters

just pipping Stuart Beare who had his daughter
ate passengering for the first time. Pat enson
won the Green Class.
st

1 Ian Wright
Sherpa Indy
nd
2 Simon ingsley Crossle
rd
3 Andy Wilks
RCAP
th

ecember 201
1
2
3
4

1 Starters

John Fack Andy Gowen
Roland Uglow
aura Wilks
Ian Sandy eale
Paul Price
ate irk
Andy Wilks Mark Smith

www.btrda.com

13 Points
14 Points
26 Points

71
7
6
6

BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship

1 Roland Uglow
2 Simon ingsley

Red
Red

2
16
2 3 14

4

3 Richard Sharp

Blue

27

1

4 Bryan Walker
Andy Wilks

Red
Red

2
10
2 7 14

0 26
0 21

6 Peter Fensom

Red

2

14

0

27

7 John Fack
George Watson

Red
Red

2
12
237 14

1
0

2
24

Jerome Fack

1

2

2
30
30
24

1

23

14

1

232 11

0

11 Stuart Beare

Blue

223 11

0

23

12 Barry

Blue

20

0

2

2

13 Martin Grimwood

Blue

204 14

0

20

2

14 John Cole

Green

1 3 17

0

1

20

1

1 Colin Flashman
16 Ian Fullwood

Green
Green

1 2 11
17 14

0
0

1

1

21
20

17 Michael Salton

Green

177

0

1 Roger Bricknell
1 Josh eale

Red
Red

171
166

7
7

1
0

30

20 David

Blue

164 11

0

17

21 Andrew Woodhead Red

1

0

22 Alan Baker

Green

1 2

0

23 Mike Readings

Green

1 0 11

0

17

24 Paul Price

Blue

14

0

1

2 Duncan Stephens

Red

141

26 Julian Fack

Red

13

27 Alan Murton

Blue

137 11

0

2 Ian Wright

Red

136

6

0

2 Colin Campbell

Green

134 10

0

30 Pat

Green

12

10

0

31 Brian Thornton

Blue

126

6

0

32 Ian eale

Red

123

33 Jeffery Armistead

Blue

113

34 Steve Courts

Blue

3 David Rance

Red

enson

7

7

23
24

7

0

6

0

Gloster

Stone
Trough
November
Sporting
Roy
Fedden
oughboro
ugh

16

2
22
14

1

1
2

26

13

2

23

2
23
27 1

2

1

21 17

30
20
1

24

17

2

21

1

23

20

1

2
1
7

20

1
11

20

14

23

23

R

10

22
21

22
26
1 R

27

22

7
11

16
12

1

16

10
12

16
22

14

27

27
26

27
16

12
13

17

10

16

21

6

26

30

12

11

1
20

0
0

R

R

23

1R

6

24

26
24

30 27
2
2

14

1
7

27

2
20

2

Blue

7

26

26 16

Blue

ailes

2
2
30 30

2

10 Boyd Webster
ogg

Mercian

Pete Fear

Charles
Pollard
John
Southern

Trial Wins

Total Trials

Total

Class

Name

Position

ro isional Championship Table Top Scorers

7

2
17
1
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2

21
2

22

2

12

BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship
Scorere Scribles........
So draws an end to the 2016 sporting trials qualifying events, where we saw twenty one of the
planned twenty two events run. RIchard Sharp was best supporter missing just two events one of
which he acted as clerk of the course. Richard is rewarded with the Ron Faulkner Trophy for best in
the blue class, prior to his promotion to the red (big boys) class which he will fit into superbly having
won his first BTRDA Spoon at the Pete Fear trial and finished third in the MSA championship. The
next best supporters were John and Anne Cole who made it to seventeen events travelling the
country for their first full season with the Crossle, winning the Colin Taylor "Rookie of the Year" Green
class trophy with two top ten finishes. Roland Uglow ends the year with the Ian Bell trophy for most
points having done sixteen events, winning half of them which saw him collect his second MSA British
championship with three rounds left and the ASWMC championship too. Our championship
Chairman pushed Roland hard with four wins during the year to finally join the elite drivers and
finished second in the MSA championship.
Ian Wright competed in five events winning two, leaving Duncan Stephens, Mark Milne, Julian Fack
winning a trial each. John Fack won the final event of the season two years after his last, and twin
Jerome won the opening round back in February, his first. Is this the first championship year that
has seen three brothers win BTRDA Spoons in any discipline? This leaves Roger Bricknell who
sprung a massive surprise at wife Julia's late fathers trial (Charles Pollard) to win for the first time in
four years and the only live axle car to win this year.
Gloster Trial Winners
John Fack & Andy Gowen

The twenty one events saw a national
entry average of twenty competitors, MAC
Peter Blankstone at Shelsley Walsh once
again been the best supported with thirty
three, while the Raymond Baxter
struggled with just twelve national entries
a month later, thankfully supported by a
number of Northern Pheonix club
competitors. Just over three quarters
(77.43%) of the years national entries
were driving independent cars, but what
will the trend next year be with the newly
introduced live axle championship?
Duncan Stephens

2017
MSA Sporting Trials Champions
Roland Uglow & Laura Wilks

Photos by - Calvin Talbot cstartworks
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BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship
2016 MSA British
Sporting Trials Championship
by Frances Gibbs, Championship Co-ordinator

Gloster trial, Frocester, Gloucester.
th
750MC – The final MSA Championship Round 4 December 2016
The Frocester site challenges all, no matter the
weather. This Sunday everyone struggled to
keep warm! Round one saw high scores across
the board & drivers attempted to combat the
frozen conditions. By round two, all were getting
to grips with the slippery, muddy but still frozen
ground and scores decreased. Lunch saw
changes to all hills and score went down again.

The drive of the day Philip Haines & Gordon
Anderson in the Clubman’s class who finished
th
6 overall, beating a lot of top drivers, on 96.
John Fack with Andy Gowen in the passenger
seat; maintained his lead throughout the day.
Paul Price & Kate Kirk, had a very good day to
finish fourth & win the intermediate class.
Francis Gibbs

MSA Sporting Trials Championship Top Positions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Name
Roland Uglow
Simon Kingsley
Richard Sharp
John Fack
Andrew Wilks
Peter Fensom
George Watson
Jerome Fack
Stuart Beare
Bryan Walker
Boyd Webster
Joshua Veale
Ian Wright
Roger Bricknell
Duncan Stephens
Ian Veale
Barry Hogg
Paul Price

TOTAL
147
130
117
105
103
87
84
81
78
70
66
62
61
55
52
48
43
41

19=
19=
21
22=
22=
24
25
26
27=
27=
29
30=
30=
32=
32=
34
35
36

Name
Julian Fack
Martin Grimwood
Andrew Woodhead
Colin Flashman
John Cole
Micheal Salton
Ian Fulwood
Alan Murton
Alan Baker
Nick Speed
Dave Rance
Alastair Moffatt
Jeff Armitstead
Pat Henson
Peter Mckinney
Brian Thornton
Steve Courts
Alan Ede

Gloster Trial Winner
John Fack
receiving the Jet Trophy
from Frances Gibbs
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TOTAL
40
40
33
32
32
30
29
27
24
24
23
21
21
20
20
19
18
14
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De on T ee s Dire t
BTRDA® Autotest Championship
rom he
This is always a difficult article to write as our
season finished in September and Pete Cox has
comprehensively
covered
the
2016
Championship elsewhere, not without a little
controversy. So I am left with making some
general comments and trying to preview 2017.
Overall I think that we have one of our most
competitive seasons for some time with all
classes being reasonably well supported
throughout the year. True enough numbers are
still well down on the heady days of my youth,
and middle age for that matter, but in many ways
we are victims of our own success. Cars still
remain cheap compared with most other
branches of Motor Sport, but do re uire a high
level of mechanical knowledge that less and less
people seem to have. It is also, unless you live
in Ireland, not easy to find someone to build and
maintain a car for you if you don t have the
practical skills yourself. The level of skill
re uired to become a top driver has also grown
beyond belief, as anyone who attended the Ken
Wharton Memorial Autotests in October will
attest. This can make it very demoralising for
novice drivers trying to step up to BTRDA level,
but there opportunities for them to learn the art
at an intermediate level.
As for 2017 we again intend to run an eleven
round Championship, although at least two of
our organisers are currently without a venue,
without any changes to the Classes or Scoring
structure as we are trying to maintain some

ot Seat
stability. Competitors are reminded of the
forthcoming changes in the Blue Book and in
particular those that are already in force
regarding vehicle regulations 5.2.1 this year .
Organisers are similarly reminded of the
changes and the re-numbering of the
regulations my event Hagley is not the first
round this year so Lee Matthews has that
challenge first next year and therefore no ust
changing the dates
Finally the Autotest Committee has decided to
rethink its attempt to encourage new entrants by
way of the Autotest PCA Challenge due to the
low level of support from both organisers and
competitors. At this stage it will not run in 2017,
but we are looking at the possibility of a four
round winter series at Clubmans level with a
Grand Final, sub ect to MSA approval, as an
intermediate level starter series. Hopefully
much more to come on this during next year as
we formulate the idea, but in the meantime
please let me know if this would be of interest to
you, or your Club and Autotest Cars will be on
display at the BTRDA stand at Autosport
International in January, although not in action
in the live Arena, where our colleagues from
Rallycross will be in action, so please come
along if you have any uestions on getting
started.
te e La ton

rom the Pits

Bron e Star Champion Murra
Photo
ern Motorsport

al er
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Well, there have been no
revolutionary proposals from
the MSA or BTRDA Autotest
committees to repair the
grass roots to Nat B autotest
ladder.
There is ust an
effective redefining the role of
passengers which are now
an option for AutoSOLOs.
That takes out the nonconforming
all
forwards
PCA s which have been run
alongside
the
regular
AutoSOLO on the same test
layouts. I suppose I should

De on T ee s Dire t
BTRDA® Autotest Championship
give the MSA some credit for unifying the
penalty scoring making it a 20sec plus fastest
time for the maximum wrong test and having
penalties of 5 secs for both pylon and line faults.
I wonder how long it will be before organisers
pick up on the changes Mind you, I still have
some doubts of using the 20 sec for a maximum
as this does create problems on many of the
tests which these days can take well over 60
seconds and even some average drivers will get
a maximum. I understand that a couple in this
average group have now stopped doing
BTRDA rounds because of this and getting a
complete string of maximums is no longer fun.
What would I do Make the maximum for any
test over 60 seconds as fastest plus 30 seconds.
Ah, says the purist, that would heavily penalise
the top drivers. Well, they shouldn t make the
error, should they Oh, and the other simple
solution which would appear to be blindingly
obvious to all but some clerks of the course is to
make the tests less complicated.
Off my soapbox, it s time to congratulate the
class winners of the demon tweeks ire t
Autotest Championship. Class A is a good place
to start and the Silver Star winner, Dave Fox,
also takes the Andrew Larkin Memorial Trophy
by ust one point from past Gold Star winner
Dave Mosey. The award is well deserved after
Dave spent much of the year developing his
Vauxhall engined mini. A future FTD man and
machine
We still recognise the smaller
capacity minis and Mike Biss wins the Harrow
79 Trophy as being the best one. The trophy

was donated by fellow mini drive Mike Sones to
recognise his first BTRDA FTD which was the
Harrow CC event in 1979. Harrow was my
home club in those days and no doubt I was also
competing at the event, most likely in a Sprite. I
don t remember Mike s winning speech though
These days Class B is 100 Nova with various
engine capacities. Again the winning margin
was ust one point, this time it s Warren Gillespie
who has the honour of winning the Motorsport
Trophy with Willie Keating picking up an award
for second place. The sports cars in Class C are
more varied but the surname of the first two was
the same. Chris Chapman has matured into a
highly respected sports car driver in his 1.8
Striker and wins the Richard S uire Trophy
whilst his father, Ian wins the Trevor J Smith
Trophy in his 1.6 Riot. It was a pleasure to meet
th
both Trevor and Richard at the 60 running of
the Ken Wharton team event at the Arrow Mill.
Between them they have over 100 spoons for
FTD achieved at a time when they were
competing against each other, Dick in his Mk1
Sprite whilst Trevor had the later Midget. Past
champion Richard Pinkney didn t manage to get
the full 8 scores this year but still notched up
enough points to collect the third in class award.
And don t forget he also has 3 more silver
spoons to add to his collection for the 3 FTDs.
When will he catch up with Trevor and Dick I
may well have finished writing these articles by
then

Class D has 3 award winners with the Gold Star
winner Alastair Moffat in his 1.4 Mini Special
also taking the Rifleman
Trophy. Whilst Alastair and
Malcolm Livingston tied on
Gold Star points there was
another one point difference
between them in the class and
Malcolm has to be satisfied
with his Lindsay special
winning the FERWD Trophy.
Just in case you can t work out
what the initials stand for - it s
Front Engine Rear Wheel
Drive. Paul Fobister gets an
award for third in class in his so
Silver Star Champion Dave o
neatly prepared Haigh Special.
Photo
ern Motorsport
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In all the classes defined by car configuration
nobody managed to get a maximum score from
the best 8 scores from the 11 events. In fact the
only maximum score in all classes was for
Malcolm Livingston in the over 55 class J.
Competition in Class J was intense with no less
than 11 drivers scoring points, despite the
committee increasing the starting age from 40 to
the current over 55 over the years. If it was still
40 then perhaps over 80 of the competitors

would be in the class The other age related
award in class J is for those over 65 and Duncan
th
Wild in 5 spot takes the award. At the other
end of the age scale Class H is for those under
25 where there was ust one entrant.
Notwithstanding the numbers Kelsey Gillespie is
a worthy winner of the Darbyshire Trophy,
driving the 1.6 Nova. Kelsey also wins the
Ladies Autotest Trophy which is an impressive
silver candle stick holder.
That concludes my review of
the class awards to be
presented at Drayton Manor
nd
January next
on the 22
year. See you there Now is
the time to write my present
wish list to Father Christmas
Please Santa, get Autotest
Clerks of the Courses to
make the tests simpler . I live
in great anticipation that it will
happen

n

2 in Class A Dave Mose
Photo
ern Motorsport

eter

Autotest Championship inal
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

ol Star
Alastair Moffatt
Malcolm Livingston
Chris Chapman
Paul Fobister
Dave Evans
Richard Pinkney
Dave Mosey
Ian Chapman
Warren Gillespie
Willie Keaning
Silver Star
Dave Fox
Mike Biss
Murray Walker
John Moffatt
Chris Atkinson
Bron e Star
Murray Walker
Kelsie Gillespie
Mark Thornton
Steven Haigh
Helen Perren

o

esults an A ar s
A ar s
The Flather Star Autotest Trophy, and a Gold Star
The Frank Livingston Memorial Trophy

Mini Special 1380
Lindsay Special 1600
Striker 1800
Haigh Special 1400
Blitz Special 2000
Caterham 7 1600
Mini 1380
Riot 1600
Nova 1600
Nova 1600

153
153
134
131
126
116
114
107
98
97

Mini 1600
Mini 1098
Nova 1600
Westfield 1800
Westfield 1600

76
58
50
49
47

The A. C. Westwood Trophy, and a Silver Star
The Castrol Trophy

Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Westfield 1700
Retrotester 1590

50
27
14
14
10

The Ian Mantle Trophy
An Award
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BTRDA® Autotest Championship
Autotest Championship Final Results and Awards - Continues
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
2
1

Class A
Dave Fox
Dave Mosey
Mike Biss
Anthony Preston
Class B
Warren Gillespie
Willie Keaning
Murray Walker
Kelsey Gillespie
Roger Holder
Class C
Chris Chapman
Ian Chapman
Richard Pinkney
Keith Walton

Minis
Mini 1600
Mini 1380
Mini 1098
Mini 1400
Saloons
Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Nova 1400
Sports Cars
Striker 1800
Riot 1600
Caterham 7 1600
Locost KW 7 1600

John Moffatt
Class D
Alastair Moffatt
Malcolm Livingston
Paul Fobister
Dave Evans
Duncan Wild
Class E
Richard Yapp
Class H
Kelsey Gillespie
Class J
Malcolm Livingston
Paul Fobister
Ian Chapman
Mike Biss
Duncan Wild
Class L
Kelsey Gillespie
Helen Perren

Westfield 1800
Specials
Mini Special 1380
Lindsay Special 1600
Haigh Special 1400
Blitz Special 2000
ABS Special 1380
Road Going
Mazda MX5 1830
Under 25
Nova 1600
Jubilee
Lindsay Special 1600
Haigh Special 1400
Riot 1600
Mini 1098
ABS Special 1380
Ladies
Nova 1600
Retrotester 1590

77
76
58
9

The Andrew Larkin Memorial Trophy

76
75
50
27
17

The Motorsport Trophy
An Award

76
65
60
51

The Richard Squire Trophy
The Trevor J. Smith Trophy
An Award

The Harrow 79 Trophy

48
77
76
64
63
38

The Rifleman Trophy
The FERWD Trophy
An Award

19
50

The Darbyshire Trophy

160
153
147
115
100

The John Larkin Jubilee Trophy
An Award

49
20

The Ladies Autotest Trophy

The Over 65 Award

Best Event – South of Scotland Car Club – The Denis Flather Shield
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BTRDA® AutoSOLO Championship
oin Solo
As forecast in my last report the Championship went down to the last event with Alec Tunbridge
taking the win in his Caterham 7 from Andrew Lewin Micra by virtue of his 10 Class wins to Andrew s
8, both having competed in 13 of the 18 ualifying rounds. Creditable Class wins went to Andrew,
Alan Wakeman Clio , Mike Biss MX5 and Alec, with Seconds being won by Aled Jones KA , Dan
Darkin Nova who also won the Challenge Trophy for the best under 25, and, at the other end of the
age range, Peter Cox S2000 . All awards will be presented at the annual BTRDA Luncheon which
nd
takes place at Drayton Manor Park rides not included on the 22 January.
In general events have been well supported and we thank our organisers who do an excellent ob of
promoting AutoSOLO at both Clubmans and Nat B Level. They, and you, will be aware of the rule
changes taking place for 2017, which in the main ust separate out the re uirements for AutoSOLOs
and Autotests to make them clearer. Welcome changes come to minimum ages and the vehicles
allowed and the introduction of passengers in AutoSOLO, although please note that this is at the
discretion of the organisers so check the event regs.
There are no changes to the 2017 Championship regulations, with the exception of allowing
passengers where event regs allow, and again there will be 18 ualifying rounds spread throughout
the country in the aim of reducing travel distances re uires to score in the re uired 7 events.
Inevitably, however, the keen will compete in as many events as they can.
Go Motorsport will once again be putting on a demonstration AutoSOLOs during Autosport
International at the NEC and we will be on the BTRDA stand over the weekend doing our bit to
promote the sport.
te e La ton
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BTRDA® AutoSOLO Championship
AutoSOLO Championship Provisional Scores
No.
Events

CLASS A
Andrew Lewin
Aled Jones
Liam Rollings
Jamie Yapp
Richard Yapp
David Sellick
Alan Wakeman

Nissan Micra
Ford Ka
Austin Mini
Vauxhall Nova SR
Vauxhall Nova SR
Ford Ka
Nissan Micra

1348
1300
1310
1297
1297

Best 7
Class Overall
scores Position Position

13
6
5
4
4
2
1

70
44
38
36
25
13
9

Alan Wakeman Renault Clio 172
Dan Darkin
Vauxhall Nova

1998 11
1600 5

67
45

Ben Heggs
Nick Darkin
David Graves
Emma Olsen
Neil Jones
Richard Olsen
Dave Walker

Ford Fiesta Si
Vauxhall Nova
Ford Ka Sport
MGZR
Audi A3
MGZR
Vauxhall Tigra

1998
1600
1597
1800
1898
1800
1598

6
5
5
5
3
3
2

42
40
40
29
22
20
11

3
4
4
6
7
8
9

9
10
11
15
16
18

Subaru Impreza
GolfR
Golf R

2000
2000
2000

1
1
1

10
10
9

1
1
3

19
-

Mazda MX5
Honda S2000
Mazda MX5
Mazda Eunos
Mazda MX5
Mazda MX5

1800
2000

8
5
3
1
1
0

69
31
28
9
7
0

1
2
3
4
5

3
14
20
-

1275

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2
8
13
17
-

1st in Class
2nd in Class

CLASS B
1
2

7

1st in Class
BTRDA® AutoSOLO Challenge
Trophy, 2nd in Class

CLASS C
Sam Williams
Jamie Yapp
Richard Yapp

CLASS D
Mike Biss
Peter Cox
Neil Jones
Stephen Watts
Richard Yapp
Trevor Smith

1839
1800
1800

1st in Class
2nd in Class

CLASS E
Alec Tunbridge Caterham 7

13

70

1

1

BTRDA® AutoSOLO Trophy , Ist
in Class

COMBINED
Alan Wakeman
Neil Jones
Jamie Yapp
Richard Yapp

12
6
5
6

67
49
46
40

4
5
6
12

BTRDA® 2017 Championship Events

December 2016

ALLRO NDERS With the exception of invitation by ualification events such as the Car Trial and Sporting Trial Finals all events
®
ualifying for all BTRDA Championships within the calendar year 1 January – 31 December will be ualifying events for the
®
Allrounders Championship. Additional events may be selected of which notice will be given in BTRDA NEWS and on
www.btrda.com. Events for the Speed Group G will be any NON-BTRDA C AMPIONS IP Autocross Sprint or ill Climb of
National A or National B status. Entrants may choose which of the events to enter and it is unnecessary to advise BTRDA Ltd in
advance of the selected events.
Autotest
Jan

AutoSOLO

Car Trials

7
8

14/15
21
22

Feb

Rallycross

Autosport nternational BTRDA Static display in Hall
AGM and Annual Luncheon at Drayton Manor Park

28
29
4
5

nutsford DMC

Cambrian Rally
Llandudno

18
19
25
26
4
5

11
12

Devi es & DMC

Caernarfonshire & Anglesey
Golden Springs
Woolbridge MC
Mervyn Brake
01305 260124

R1 Blyton
Park DC
Lincolnshire
Organiser - MDA
Ross &
District MSL

25
26

Herefordshire
MC

15
16

EASTER Sunday

22
23

Whitchurch MC

29
30

Basil Elkington
Sevenoaks & DMC
Chris Judge
01474 873628
vinghoe Spring
Falcon MC
Colin Reid
01604 832830

1
2
8
9

Walsingham
750MC

Bristol MC
Hagley & DLCC

19

Malcolm Wilson
Cockermouth

Training Day
Peter Blankstone
MAC
Stuart Butterfield
YSCC
Stone Trough
YSCC

President s
Trophy
Southsea MC

Somerset Stages
Incl. MSA English J B Taylor
Minehead
entish Border MC

Bath MC

Oxford MC

Geoff Taylor
agley & DLCC

Test Day
Blyton Park DC
Lincolnshire
Organised by MDA

18

Apr

Sporting Trials

2016 A ards
Grand Final
Ceremony
Crewkerne
Radisson otel
Sutton Coldfield
W. Mids B76 1L
Oval and Extreme Section Stand 110

11
12

Mar

Rally - Forest

1

Ernest O en
Owen MC
Tim Beard
01527 576123

Pennine
Airedale &
Pennine
Jiggers Jug
NPTCC
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BTRDA® 2017 Championship Events
Autotest
May

1

Car Trials

Wolverhampton
& SSCC

Der ydd
Bala & District MC
Emyr all
01490 420789
Matthe s Auto Salvage
Caernarvonshire &
Anglesey MC
Lee Matthews
07778 905571
Coventry Motofest
Rallycross display

Bank Holiday Monday

Hartlepool & DMC

17
18

24
25
July

Abingdon CAR-Nival
Wyre Forest
idderminster
MCC
Mac Roath
Boundless
01562 752950
CSMA NW

Al oodley MC

15
16
22

Wye alley
Ross & District MSL
Simon arris
01531 820761

nder 17 MCNW
South of
Scotland MC

Cymru
North Wales CC
Dave Thomas
01492 584872
HCC Wales
Clwyd Vale MC
Peter Williams
07738 457471

29
30
5
6

R Pembrey Circuit
R Pembrey Circuit
Carmarthenshire
Organiser BARC Wales

12
13
19
20

Nicky Grist Stages
Incl. MSA English
Builth Wells

Bristol MC

23

Aug

Carlisle Stages
Rally
Incl. MSA English
Longtown

Loughborough CC
nutsford & DMC

1
2
8
9

CSMA
NE London

Sporting Trials

Four Turnings
Camel Vale MC

Spring Trial
Midland Trials CC

28

10
11

R2 Pembrey Circuit
R Pembrey Circuit
Carmarthenshire
Organiser Plains Rally
BARC Wales
Welshpool

Sixty & Worcs
MC

27

29
3
4

Rally - Forest

Raymond Baxter
NPTCC

War ickshire
Cov. & Warks MC
Steve Burn
lkley Motor Club 07814 809457
Farnborough &
DMC

13
14

Jun

Rallycross

Bank Holiday Monday

6
7

20
21

AutoSOLO

December 2016

Bath MC
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BTRDA® 2017 Championship Events
Autotest
Aug

Sep

26
27
28
2
3
10
11

AutoSOLO

Car Trials

Rallycross

December 2016
Rally - Forest

Bank Holiday Monday
Woodpecker
Incl. MSA English
Ludlow
Loughborough CC

Gaby Mohr
Wolvs & SSCC
John Fox
01902 844399

Robin Jager
NPTCC

16
17

Robin Alexander
Camel Vale
David Ayres
North Cornwall &
Launceston CC

Ross & District MSL

23
24

Oct

30
1

Pete Fear
Pauntley
Ross &
District MSL
Trackrod Rally
incl. MSA English
Pickering

Oxford MC

7
8

R6 Blyton Park DC
Lincolnshire
Organiser - MDA

21
Sixty & Worcs MC

28/29
Nov
4
5

R7 Croft Circuit
North Yorkshire
Organiser –
DDMC

11
12
18
19

Dec

John Southern
NPTCC
Charles Pollard
Peterborough MC

14
15

22

Sporting Trials

Training Day
BTRDA
Mercian Trial
Coventry &
Warkwickshire MC

Roy Fedden
Bristol MC
Loughborough
Trial
Loughborough CC

25
26
2
3

Gloster, 750 MC

9/10
16/17
23/24
30/31

Car Trials – Grand Final Sept/Oct Contact Neil Mackay 0115 9291728
Please check the BTRDA website for updates
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SPECIAL AWARDS 2015 WINNERS
The Stross Rally Trophy

Steve Perez

Awarded annually to the BTRDA member achieving the best performance(s) or individual result(s) on any
International or National Special Stage Rally Championship/Event. This trophy is awarded upon the
recommendation of the Rally Committee

The Jack Twyford Trophy

Jonathan Jones

Awarded annually to the highest placed BTRDA member driving on the British round of the World Rally
Championship or otherwise any event in the British Rally Championship

The John Gott Memorial Trophy

Phil Turley

A Special Award to be presented at the discretion of the Rallies Committee

The Patricia Baldwin Trophy

Not awarded

A Special Ladies Award to be presented at the discretion of Council

The Automobile Club de Monaco Trophy

Peter Smith

Awarded to the winning driver in the Gold Star Series Historic Cup

HONORARY MEMBERS FOR LIFE
DEREK SMITH: Joined the BTRDA in 1951, competing regularly, particularly in Autotests, and won the Flather Star in1963.
After three years as Secretary of the Autotest Committee he became General Secretary of the Association from 1967-1982 and was
also Treasurer during the same period. As Chairman of the Rallycross Committee from 1976 to 1978, and a Group 1 RAC
Timekeeper, he did much to improve the standards of timekeeping at BTRDA Rallycross and Autocross events
PHIL and JANET DARBYSHIRE: Phil and Janet have been actively associated with the BTRDA since the 1960’s, and both
served on the Autotest Committee and since the Mid. 70's on the Allrounders Committee. Phil is still a member of Council and has
served on the Rallycross committee since 1984. Additionally they have been involved in the production of the BTRDA News

BRIAN and MARGARET STAPLETON: Though almost exclusively with Sporting Trials Committee, Brian and Margaret
have also served the Association since 1974 with Brian acting as Committee Secretary and Margaret as a co-ordinator for the
Sporting Trials Dinner. Both continue to take an active interest in the BTRDA.

MIKE and HAZEL STEPHENS: Mike has been involved in BTRDA activities for over 40 years, primarily concerned with the
Production Car Trial committee and was its champion many times over, but also as secretary to the Rallies committee during the
period of greatest development of both road and special stage championships. Chairmanship of the Association was taken up in
1982, and only relinquished in 1988 to the more demanding role of General Secretary until 2004. Hazel has been in charge of the
organisation of the AGM and Awards Presentation day from 1988 until 2013, and between them, their household has looked after
the distribution and posting of News and Clear Round since the early 1980’s. They continue to be involved with various activities of
the Association, including book-keeping, and the Clear Round.

HOWARD WILCOCK: Howard joined the BTRDA Rally Committee in 1979 and has been involved with the BTRDA Rally
Championships since 1987, firstly with the Clubmans Championship, and subsequently the Gold Star Championship, as
Championship Co-ordinator. Throughout this period, his wholehearted commitment has been unstinting, his judgement and
decisions taken about the format of the championship as a whole have been crystal clear, resulting in the Gold Star Championship
being the pinnacle of clubman motorsport. He continues to be involved in the championship, and represents BTRDA on a number of
MSA Committees

BRIAN MIDGLEY: Brian has been involved with BTRDA for over 40 years, principally associated with the production car trial
world where he was committee chairman, and fierce competitor, for many of those years, whilst he was also responsible for the
Association’s awards for almost a decade. A constant and authoritative member of Council, he became a director of the Association
upon its conversion to a Limited Company, and was subsequently elected as President in 1989. His tenure of that position saw the
Association make great strides forward, both in its dealings with the MSA and in the motorsport world at large. His was the greatest
contribution in the re-organisation of the Association into Holding, and Operational, companies that exist today.
MIKE SONES: Mike joined BTRDA in 1972 specifically to contest the Production Car Trial Championship, and moved on to the
Autotest Championship in 1974. Having been rallying since 1963, he joined the Rallies Committee in 1977 and ran the Road Rally
Championship until it’s conclusion in 1987. Membership of the Allrounders/NEWS Committee began in the mid ‘70s, and the
organisation of the AGM and Luncheon followed the retirement of Ron Kemp in the mid ‘80s. He was elected Treasurer in 1982 and
served in that role until 1993. The Autotest Committee was joined in 1994, a membership that continues to this day. The Sporting
Trials Championship was contested for a few years in the late ‘90s. In addition, he chairs the Rallycross Committee and is involved
in the management of the MSA Asphalt Rally Championship. He was involved in the Association’s conversion to a Limited
th
th
Company, in the formation of the Holding and Operational companies that exist today, and in organising the 60 and 75
Anniversary celebrations. He was elected Chairman of Council in the Golden Jubilee Year of 1988 and continued in that position
until retiring in 2014.

BERNARD BAKER: Bernard joined the Autotest Committee, representing event organisers, when Eastern Counties MC won
the best event award for their Felixstowe round in 1977. He subsequently became committee secretary in 1980, a role he finally
relinquished in 1997. His accountancy skills also brought him to the attention of BTRDA Council, when he was asked to take the
role of Treasurer during 1994, a position subsequently confirmed at the AGM in 1995. He continued in the role until the end of 2014,
having successfully reported on the financial affairs of both the Holding and Operational companies for 20 years.
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Gold Star® Champions 2015
Allrounders
Autotest
Car Trial
Forest Rally Driver
Forest Rally Co-Driver
Rallycross
Sporting Trial

John Fox
Alastair Moffatt
Henry Kitching
David Weston Jnr
Kirsty Riddick
John Ward
Ian Veale

AutoSolo Championship
Steve Conner

BTRDA® Challenge Winners
Asphalt Rally FWD
Asphalt Rally RWD

Andrew Hockridge/Aled Edwards
Darren & Sue Underwood

Multi Award Winning
William Hill & Richard Crozier on the Caerwent Rally
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

